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Military Ball And Banquet Will Highlight Week-En
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Famed Ballet Theatre Will Present Dance Program At Clemson On March 22
Jungaleers To Provide Music For Annual
Affair; Honorary Cadet Col, Be Chosen

Concert Series To

Clemson's Military Ball, an annual affair, will be held
this week-end, sponsored jointly by the Central Dance Association and Scabbard and Blade, national honorary military
fraternity. Music for the two, dances will be furnished by
the Clemson Jungaleers, under the leadership of Derrick
Stalvey.

im
The Clemson College Concert Series will close its 19491950 session with the presentation of the Ballet Theatre in
the college Field House at 8,
p. m. on Wednesday, March
22.

-♦

The Friday night affair will be
formal. All cadets will be required to wear uniforms, and veteran students will be required
to wear formal clothes. Prices for
The Ballet Theatre, the first
the. Friday night dance will be
American-born big-time ballet
$1.75, and admission to the Satcompany, is now on a Tenth AnFigures and information recenturday night informal will be $2.
ly
compiled
by
Dr.
D.
C.
Sheldon,
niversary tour of the United
The Jungaleers recently comhead of the mathematics departStates and will soon open its
ment, graphically illustrate the bined forces with the other camspring season at the New York
value of Math 100, or Remedial pus orchestra, the Brigadiers, and
Metropolitan House. The comMath.
they are currently gaining popupany is under the independent
Every freshman entering Clem- larity on the campuses of southsponsorship of its co-directors,
son is given a placement test in
Elementary Algebra, covering ern colleges and universities. The
Lucia Chase and Oliver Smith.
one
year of high school algebra fourteen members of the orchesThe first performance of the
Music for the traditional Military Ball will be furnished by the Clemson Jungaleer's. The orcheswork. This is a comprehensive tra will combine their talents to
Ballet Theatre was given at New
tra, under the direction of Derrick Stalvey, features both sweet and swing music. Composed of
standardized test published by the play both sweet and swing music
fourteen musicians, the Jungaleers have become known throughout the South as one of the leading
York's Center Theatre on JanAmerican Council on Education. for this series of dances.
college
bands.
If a student fails to answer 27
uary 11, 1940, and since that time
The main attraction of the Friout of the 53 questions on the test
the company has grown into the
day night formal will be the
he
is
assigned
to
the
remedial
finest ballet troupe in the nation.
mathematics course This year choosing of an honorary car'et
Ballet Theatre has displayed
56% of those taking the test were colonel to represent the Clemen
Corps of Cadets for this yc~-.
more than 45 ballets, more than
so assigned.
Dates of cadets holding the
35 of which remain as polished
POLIO
FIGHTERS
favorites in its repertire among
As a means of measuring the #f captain and above will bs
which are the great classical
achievement of the students gible to enter this contest w. -i
works of Fokine and the modern
taking this course it was decid- will be held during intermix'
1
1
classics of Massine, Balanchine,
ed to give a similar standardized Last year's honorary cadet co ^ was
Miss
Betty
Wood,
of
G—■■■
Lichine and the lyrical and dratest again at the end of the sematic ballets of Antony Tudor.
Original cuttings of the Clemson
mester as a final examination. and Furman University. The co
The Theatre has brought to fulSince this test was prepared by test will be judged by a br- '
College Band and Glee Club al-I
fillment important new choreoan outside agency and since no composed of faculty members bum
were
completed
yesterday
by
i
South Carolina has the lowest
graphic talent in the modern baleffort was made by the teachers members of the Military staff;
a representative of RCA Victor
let and has encouraged collabora- rate 5.4 cases per 100,000 for Polio
The young lady chosen to re .of this course to prime the stuCompany. The advance sale camtion with the dance of many mod- than any other state in the union
dents for this particular exam- resent the cadet corps will receive
ern musical, dramatic, and senic for 1949, according to statistics
paign will begin on the campus
ination, a comparison of the re- the three diamonds represent-?
artists.
sults of the final examination her honorary rank, and she will
immediately,
and
each
barracks
This season Ballet Theatre again just released by the National
with those of the placement test reign over the Mother's Day paand
building
will
be
canvassed
by
Foundation.
There
has
been
a
has for its first classical dancer
should give a reasonably good rade, which will be held on May
a member of one of the organizaIgor Youskevitch, who has been definite national increase in this
-measure
of the students achieve-.. 14. Also planned in" conjunction
■called the "greatest dancer since dreaded disease, therefore the
with the dance will be the MilThe Wesleyan Glee Club, which tions.
ment in the course.
Nijinski" by many of the foremost Foundation is this year asking Serge Jaroff, leader of the Don
Three ten inch recordings make
itary Banquet which will be held
critics of the ballet. The RussianCossack Chorus has called the iip the album, including such favFor the purpose of summary in the college dining hall Friday
born Youskevitch served two more than ever before for contri- best college glee club in the world, orites as "Tiger Rag", Alma Mater,
and comparison, these men were night. Tickets for this affair went
years in the U. S. Navy as an ath- butions.
will present a program at Wal- and choral selections. Both the
divided into four equal groups. on sale Wednesday. All cadet ofletic speacilist, and has been with , The receipts for the 1950 March halla at the1 Walhalla High School band and .the Glee Club will be
The following summarizes the re- ficers are invited to attend, and
the Theatre ever since discharge.
sults: averages in units of ques- tickets may be purchased from
of Dimes at Clemson totaled Auditorium March 21" at 8:00 p. featured on one record, while the
As prima ballerin' of Ballet $554.11, up to March 1. This is the m.
other two records will be separate
R. B. Cromwell, room 1-359.
tions answered correctly).
Theatre will be Nana Gollner, a
The first quartile averaged 14.45
Vladimir Zorin, internationally recordings by the musical organiTo encourage a large attendance
latest
report
by
the
local
camnative of El Paso, Texas. She
known concert singer and chorus zations.
on the placement test, had a at these dances, tickets have been
has been a professional dancer paign director, Dr. F. H. Pollard. director, is the director of the
250 albums, retailing for $5.00,
final exam average of 23.45, for given to company supply sergeants
Dr. R. F. Poole, President of Clemson, ordered the first album of
since the age of 15, and has been This amount is divided equally Glee Club wWch fa composed of will be made by the company. Apan increase of 62%; second quar- for advance sale to/members of
recordings made yesterday by the College Band and Glee Club.
with the Theatre since its incep- between Oconee and Pickens coun- students from Wesleyan College proximately 150 of this number
tile averaged 17.18 on the place- their respective companies. ComLeft
to
right
are
James
Dickson,
company
commander
of
Band
ty chapters of the National Foun- and Wesleyan Conservatory of will be released for sale to the
tion.
ment test, with a 31.60 on the panies purchasing the largest numCompany, Dr. Poole, and Heyward Bagwell, a member of the
Other featured soloists are Hugh dation for Infantile Paralysis.
Music in Maconpublic. Prof. H. H. McGarity, diGlee Club. Orders for the albums, featuring three ten inch recfinal exam, for an 84% increase; ] ber of tickets will be awarded five
Laing, John Kriza and Marcia
The first contribution to the
The Glee Club was received by rector of music at Clemson,
ords, will be taken by members of either organization.
the third quartile averaged 20.43 points toward the inter-company
Tallchief.
1950 drive at Clemson was $18.75 enthusiastic audiences and excel- stated that the high price of the
on the placement test, managed competition, which will be a deThe Ballet travels with its own donated by the staff of the Regis- lent critical reviews when it made recordings was due to the exto come up to 37.40, for an in- termining factor in choosing the
symphony orchestra which is di- trar's office. At the time of their jts Florida tour last year. The , pense involved in producing the KILLINGSWORTH IS CHAIRMAN
crease of 85%; the fourth quar- best drilled company.
rected by Mas Goberman. The annual Christmas party this group, critic of the Florida Times-Union small number of albums.
tile averaged 21.95 on the placeRegulations will be. relaxed as
orchestra contains 20 virtuous instead of exchanging gifts do- said of the Jacksonville concert
ment test, averaged 44.10 on the much as possible to allow stuA deposit of $1 will be required
performers, and provides all the nated money to the March of "This Glee Club not only sings when ordering an album, and the
final exam, with a 100% increase. dents to return their dates to their
music for all the productions.
Dimes.
an interesting program ,ut makes remainder of the purchase price
The above data shows that the homes if they so desire. InspecA collection taken up 'in the a charming picture. The singing will be paid upon delivery. ,
The program to be presented at
average student in Remedial tion on Saturday morning will be
Clemson will include "Swan Lake" barracks totaled $94.53 as follows: of this group is artistic with' clean
Math increased his knowledge of left to the discretion of the honorOrders may be placed with a
A. B. Killingsworth, E. E. jun-*~~
A-l, $8.02; A-2, $6.20; A-3, $2.94; attacks, excellent diction and a member of either organization.
with Choreography by Petipa and
high school algebra, as measured ary cadet colonel, and she tradiIvanhoff, Tudor's "Jardin Aux A-4, $2.28; B-l, $2.14; B-2, $5.52; fine sense of shading."
Albums will be available on May ior from Aiken, S. S., was elect(Continued on Page 2)
tionally calls it off.
trical Engineering Department and Tech sometime, in April. SevLilas", "Pas De Quartre' by Les- B-3, $5.36; B-4, $4.16; C-l, $6.82;
Helen Knox Spain, Atlanta 1.
ed
chairman
of
the
local
branch
eral
members
are
planning
to
atter, and "Interplay,' a modern bal- C-2, $2.83; C-3, $7.83; C-4, $4.19; Journal Music editor said of the
Dr. R, F. Poole, president < of
D-l, 3.78; D-2, $13.62; D-3, $6.50; Wesleyan Glee club when it sang Clemson, was the first purchaser of the American Institute of Elec- tend this meeting. ,
let by Jerome Bobbins.
D-4, $4.35; Band, $7.16.
with the Emory Glee Club in At- of an album.
trical Engineers at a meeting of
Ralph L.. Rogers whose paper
In addition, the Clemson-Cal- lanta, "A concert of classic beauthat
group which was held Tesday on the "Component Resolver" won
houn High School raised $40.41, ty was given by the^Vesleyan
the competition among the local
and the Calhoun Junior High Glee Club assisted by the Emory V.P.I. Administrators 'night, March 14.
School (Colored), ^$17.50. A total singers . . . The program, appealOther officers elected for the members will present this paper
of $318.35 was received in the ing to all tastes and fancies in Confer With Officials 1950 school year <were secretary, before the conention. The "ComDecimus Barbot, electrical encards by mail, and its content, was enthusiastically rePlans for a reunion in June of March of Dimes
W. L. Dixon, E. E. Junior from ponent Resolver" or "mechanical gineering junior of Florence,
l
$62.97
was
collected
in
the
"Iron
cehred
by
the
large
audience.
The
Dr. C. C. French, vice-president -Q'"
7!-. and1' Zi
~""^VT""™ slide-rule" was developed by Prothe Clemson class of 1915 were
Umter;
. Usurer, W. T fessor F. W. Beyer of the Elec- was recently appointed to the
recently revealed by D. J. Wat-, Lung" coil collectors in the stores singing was graceful in rhythm of Virginia Polytechnic Institute, ^
Crane E
and spirit of the text" and music, and Mr. Cassell, business manager
,> - E. junior from Savan- Rogers has been working in con- position of National Chairman
son, college superintendent of; and business places.
of the Overseas Exchange ProThis
year
there
was
a
total
of
The
ensemble
for
the60
lovely
of
V.P.I.,
were
visitors
on
the
nah,
Georgia.
'
,
buildings and grounds. This will
junction with him.
gram of the Newman Club Fed. | The meeting was shortened bebe the 35th reunion of the class. 42,375 new cases in the nation, jadies of Wesleyan was balanced campus Tuesday.
Only two more meetings will eration.
All members of the class have, For the first time in the history m dynamics and phrase coloring! They stopped her on their way cause of the concert, but the major be held before the convention,
This organization, numbering
j to Texas to exchange ideas and topic of discussion was the plan- and all members have been urged
not fes yet been contacted, but the of the disease, it was listed as and tonal quality." '
response to date has been good. "epidemic" for the nation as a j The next stop for the Glee Club | discuss mutual problems with ning for Engineers Day and the to be present for the discussion of 300,000 Catholic members in every
state and some foreign countries,
I Clemson administrative officials. | convention to be held at Georgia I final plans.
Thirteen of the fifteen members whole. Health authoritatives con-. is Marietta, Georgia.
is the largest student organization
that have answered queries so far sider 20 cases per 100,000 as the in America.
indicate that they are definitely epidemic stage for polio and there [.
As chairman of this group, Barplanning to attend the assemblage. were 28.5 cases for the entire
bot will be responsible for the reThis class had 107 members. country in 1949. Thirty-two states
ligious, educational, and social
Plans are being made for the at- reported case rates exceeding the
■programs
of the International Reepidemic
stage.
Idaho
led
the
list
tendance of fifty to sixty men.
school period, which will end ly the same as the summer rates first time will be able to take lations Department of the NFC.
Nineteen members of the original with • 86.3 per 100,000.
He appointed Ed McElroy, also
last year. Facilities for women remedial courses in English and
class are dead.
on August 12. •
students will be available during math. Application for admission a Clemson student, as correspondThe nine week period will con- this period.
BSU Will Meet At
ing secretary. They attended the
sist chiefly of courses on the unAdmission to Graduate School as a* regular student in this cate- national conference held in WashUsual Time March 22
dergraduate level, while the short- may be arranged by writing to gory may be made to the Director ington, D. C, on March 11.
Barbot's committee is concerned
er periods will embrace courses of Dr. H. J. Webb, Chairman of the of Admissions, Box 72, Clemson.
Decimus Barbot, Clemson CaB. S. U. will meet.at the reguTransfer students who. desire to' with recommendations made by
interest to graduate students. Committees on Graduate Students.
Plans
for
the,
1950
Summer
det,
was named last week to
of
the
United
States
attend
this
session
and
work
for
the
Office
Dr. H. P. Barss and Dr. C. L. lar time on March 22 and will be
Many of the graduate courses The requirements for a Master's
Lefebrve, of the office of Experi- dismissed at 7:30 according to session of Clemson have been will be of interest to school teach- Degree are 30 semester hours, a Clemson degree must abide by High Commission for Germany, a high position in the National
mental Stations, U. S. Department John Dent, director of the Stu- completed, according to a pre- ers, both agricultural and indus- which must include 6 credit hours the rules applying to regular and many problems pass through Newman Club Federation. He
of Agriculture in Washington, D.
trial education. . A four week for research. Twelve of these semester transfer students. Stu- the important council. Liason attended the national convenliminary
announcement
by
dent Training Unions.
C, will be at Clemson from March
course in cotton classing will also hours must come from courses for dents of other colleges wishing contact of the Newman Club with tion of the organization, held in
There will be a film shown at the Registrar's office. The ten- i be 0ffered.
graduate students only. Students to attend Clemson only for the students in occupied Germany will Washington, D. C, on March 1.
20-30. They will examine the
He will be in charge of the
work and expenditures of the this meeting entitled "Stephen, tative date for the opening of I Room and board for the June 12- will be permitted to register for j summer semester will be admitted be made through the committee,
Barbot's appointment brings Overseas Exchange Program of
South Carolina Experimental Sta- First Christian Martyr," which is the session is June 12. One|August 12 Period wiu amount to courses numbering 500 or higher "providing the student is in good
tion.
.
.'
,
approximately the same price as only if they meet graduate status standing and eligible to return to recognition to the fact that the the Newman Club.
one of the first of a series of films
nine week penodw and nu-|did the summer session of 1949. requirements.
the instituion previously attended. Clemson Newman Clufy is one of
The men will also review the
on the life of Paul. These films
All courses on the summer ses- the most active in the Southeastern served on the executive and conresearch program of the South
merous three and six week i The cost of room, board, and ' A regular freshman program sion
stitutional committees at the NaCarolina Station, and will receive are produced by the Cathedral programs will compose +^e laundry last year amounted to will be offered in the nine week
schedule are tentative, and Province,
i 92.55. The rates for the shorter period, beginning on June 12. Stu-, the College reserves the right to i Two other Clemson students, tional Convention in Chicago last
reports on the various projects Films Agency, Protestant Films
curriculum of the summer | courses will also be approximate-! dents entering Clemson for the! make additions or deletions.
] Bill Melnyc and Harold Selfridge, | September.
ttadartaJna.
Commission.

Value Of Remedial
Math Is Eipflined

President Buys First Album

Clemson Students Contribute To March
Of Dimes; S. C. Lowest Rate In Nation

Recording Made
By RCA Vitor Co.

Wesleyan College
Group To Present
Walhalla Concert

Engineers Elect Officers; Final
Plans Being Made For April Meet

Barbof Appointed To High Newman Club
Position; Attends National

Reunion Planned
By Class Of 1915

Summer School Schedule Is Announced

Washington Officials
To Visit Ag Dept.

Tentative Plans
For Beginning
On June 12

\
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Arts And Sciences Has New Professor
Dr. Noah R. Bryan Conies To Clemson As
Professor In M#$matlcs Department

Three Fuels Are Available To Produce
Atomic Power, According To Engineer

By Howard Love

Three atomic fuels are available
for
production of atomic powpr,
Clemson's Mathematics Department recently added a
according to Richard G. Lorraine,
new name to its roster of professors, that of Noah RosenberGeneral Electric engineer. He is
ger Bryan, B. A., A. M., PhD., who first came to Clemson in a project head in the Knolls
the fall of 1940.
Atomic Power Laboratory which
The College Writers' Short Story
Born near Perkasie, PennsylGeneral Electric operates for the Contest for 1949, sponsored by
vania, Dr. Bryan has become very
Atomic Energy Commission.
the literary magazine, TOMOR1
Speaking before the American
attached to Clemson and, upon reROW, was won by students from
Society
of
Tool
Engineers,
he
extirement from teaching, plans to
plained that only one of these oc- Ker^on Co^ene. C-.-mbier. Ohio,
make his home somewhere in the
curs in nature. He said this is the University of Catif%3>ia, Los
South.
uranium 235, the rare form of the An"""i". California^ and the UniHis interest in the field of mathelement which is presant in about versity of Cincinnati, Cincinnati.
one part of 140 parts of the heavier
matics began at an early age
Ohio. The stories wore chosen
kind, known as uranium 238.
when he graduated from the First
The other atomic fuels,- the G-E from among 1668 manuscripts
Pennsylvania State Normal School
engineer explained, are produced submitted by students in more
with mathematics as his major
synthetically in atomic reactors. than 500 colleges and universities.
course.
One, called plutonium 239, is made
George I--n.nnH« of Ken yon Colfrom
the
most
common
variety
of
lege won the first m-ifce f>f $^00
From here he went on to obtain
uranium. The chief purpose of the with his story. "Old Turkey Neck."
a B. A. degree from Pennsylvania
atomic plant at Hanford, Washing- His story will be Dublished in the
State College in 1913, an M. A.
ton, built during the war and now magazine in the May issue.
degree from the University of
operated by General Electric, is
Pennsylvania in 1918 and he later
Richard J. Yriondo of the Unito make plutoinum, which has versity of California in Los Anreceived his PhD. from Columbia
been used in some of the atomic geles won the second prize of
University.
bombs. It is also capable of less $300 for his short story, "The EterDuring the period bewteen
violent use, as a source of atomic nal Flame," which will be publish1904-1919, when the Philippine
power.
ed in the June issue of TOMORIslands were under the juristdicIn addition, Mr. Lorraine said, ROW.
tion of the United States, Dr.
there is a third kind of uranium,
Evelyn J. Hawes of the UniverBryan served in the capacity
DR. BRYAN
U 233, which can also be- utilized sity of Cincinnati won the third
of teacher and principal in the
as a fuel, but which is present in prize of $200 for her story,
area surrounding Manila. He
natural uranium only in extreme- "Journey Back," which will aopear
was instrumental in the organily minute amounts. But, he add- in the July issue of TOMORROW.
zation of the present Philippine
ed, it can be made artifically in
The editors of TOMORROW
system of schools.
a reactor from thorium, a fairly Magazine and the editors of CreaHis job consisted of instructing
common element.
tive Age Press, publishers, were
and coordinating the native teachIf the hopes of engineers and the judges.
ers into a homogenous unit and
scientists that these synthetic
ultimately achieving the forma- NATIONAL NEWS
elements
may be used in addition
tion of a school system comparThe long coal strike ended with to U 235 are realized, he declared, Value Of
able to that of the United States.
the signing of a new contract by the world stocks of atomic fuels
Other positions held by Dr. the mine operators and the union. will be greatly extended. In the
(Continued from Page 1)
Bryan include acting head of the The contract runs until June 30, atomic power plant which will
math department at Gettysburg, 1952 and gives the miners a basic soon be built at West Milton, N. by these tests, by 95%.
1919-1920, professor of mathema- wage increase of 70 cents a day. Y., by the Knolls Atomic Power
These results reveal a rather
tics at Dickinson 1921-1922, asso- After April 1, 1951, the contract Laboratory, it is planned to take remarkable achievement.
They
ciate professor and professor of can be opened for wage confer- advantage of these principles. show that the average student will
mathematics at the University of ences at the request of either party This, he explained, is expected to respond to instruction even though
Maine 1922-1948. He was asso- on thirty days' notice. In addi- produce important information re- no credit is given for his work.
ciate professor of mathematics at tion to the wage increase, the I garding breeding. In addition to But above all else, these results
the University of Georgia from agreement provides that the ope- generating heat, which will be indicate that the student in reme1948 to 1949.
rators will pay 30 cents a ton j utilized to make steam that will dial mathematics is being given
Dr. Bryan is a member of the instead of the previous 20 cents drive turbo-electric generators, ad- a chance to make up his deficienAmerican Mathematics Society, into the miner's welfare and re- ditional uranium, • and thorium, cies and that he is making good
Mathematics association of Amer- tirement fund and that the union will be exposed to its intense use of his opportunity.
ica, Phi Kappa *Phi, Acacia Fra- shop will be confined, but only rediations. thus creating plutonium
ternity, and he is listed in the "to the extent permitted by law." and U 233.
fourth edition of American Men The agreement came very shortly
Breeding would make possible
of Science.
after President Truman asked converting into fissionable fuels
When asked to compare Clem- Congress for authority to seize the most of the uranium and thorium
son with other schools at which" mines which had been closed which can be mined, said Mr.
,*.
Lorraine.
he has taught, Dr. Bryan said, down by the strike.
He reviewed data that have
Following the end of the coal
"Classes that I have in mathematics compare favorably with strike, the mine operators hoped been released on the various recorresponding classes in other to appoint in the near future a actors that have been built or are
institutions. Attendance is far permanent coordinator to put the now planned. Twelve already in
better. The general attitude of coal industry's labor relations on operation have been announced,
the students and the spirit of a stable basis. In addition, Pres- he said, of which eight are in the
the College are most commend- ident Truman asked Congress to United States. The others inset up a commission to recommend clude one in Canada, two in Engable."
An accomplished lecturer, Dr. solutions for the basic problems land and one in France. He also
Bryan recently addressed the of the coal industry. The Presi- described five others being built
South Fastern Section of the dent stressed the need for "a long in the United States, of which two
American Mathematics Associa- range study of the coal industry are for power production.
tion at Gainesville, Florida, and with the view of finding and putthe Georgia Academy of Science ting into effect the best solutions
of its problems from the standat Oglethorpe University.
With several magazine articles point of the miners, the operators
and two books to his credit, Dr. and, above all, the national interBryan is presently considering the est."
The case of Dr. Hermann N.
possibility of a third book on
Sander, New Hampshire doctor
mathematics.
The senior class of 1950 at the
accused of killing a dying cancer
patient by injection of air into University of Idoha — although
the veins, was settled with his record-breaking in size—will have
acquittal by the jury after a thir- its diplomas signed, sealed, and
teen day trial. The doctor did delivered on Commencement day.
not claim mercy-killing as a de- An examination schedule being arfense, but stated that the patient ranged to permit this is also exwas already dead when the air pected to allow the seniors some
was injected.
free time prior to Commencement
Another trial of great public to take care of all those lastinterest ended with the conviction minute duties seniors invariably
American civilization is now of Judith Coplon, former employee have.
of the Department of "Justice, and
These statements are based on
studied on the basis of comparable Valentine A. Gubitchev, Russian
periods in history rather than from official and United Nations en- formal action taken here recently
by the University Academic concil.
the usual chronological angle in gineer, of being spies for the The council received a report from
Soviet
Union.
Gubitchev
was
a seminar given at Barnard Colthe Student-Faculty committee to
lege for the first time this year by sentenced to fifteen years in pris- which the question had been reProfessor Basil Rouch, executive on, but was offered the alterna- ferred at,the suggestion of the stutive\ of returning to Russia withofficer of the Department of His- in two weeks. It was : believed dent body president. It also received reports on conferences
tory.
that the offer was made to Gub- which deans and department heads
Creative forces in American itchev to prevent retaliation held with their own seniors.
life which are not always evident against U. S. citizens, including
It was the concensus of these
In the conventional study of his- diplomatic representatives, in reports that it was desirable to
Eastern Europe. Miss Coplon was
tory are exposed by the new ap- sentenced to fifteen years in pris- have diplomas issued at Comproach, Professor Rauch says on. This term must be worked mencement, and desirable to assure time for seniors between
Materials collected by members of out separately from the forty finals and Commencement to clos
the group are explained in short month to ten year sentence she up their affairs. Concurring, the
articles and will be bound with received last June in Washington University Academic council dithem Into a volume for the use when she was convicted of theft rected that previously announced
of future students. The collection of Government secrets.
plans be revised accordingly It
The House of Representatives also directed that details of the
will be entitled "A Comparative
Anthology of American Civiliza- voted approval of the admission final examination schedule be
of Alaska and Hawaii to the based on the proven and successtion."
Particular emphasis is placed Union as the 49th and 50th states, ful plan for more than 10 years
on the production of the short respectively. However, there prior to the war, but sufficiently
articles, perfected in style and were signs in the Senate of modified to handle the unprecedform, rather than on the usual strong opposition to stateshood ented size of the 1950 graduating
long research paper. College for either territory, even to the class of more than 1,000 students.
seniors should be given a broad point of possible filibusters.
A Northwest Airlines plane
cultural type of study, instead of
being encoraged to* engage in about to land in Minneapolis
Intensive research on a narrow crashed into a house and explod| CURB SERVICE |
subject, according to Professor ed. Two children were killed in
Rauch. Undergraduates should the house that was struck, as
not be treated as "baby Ph. were ten passengers and the crew
D.'s," he holds, but should be of three in the plane.
encouraged to acquire an inti- FOREIGN NEWS
The newly-elected British Lamate appreciation and knowledge of the American experi(Continued on Page 5)
ence, with the broad objective
of citizenship in mind.
The seminar is limited to not pared with 1949. Each student
more than twelve seniors, and is develops one aspect of American
open not only to students of his- civilization for both periods, such
tory, but to students in all fields as the political or industrial scene,
of American studies, including immigration, the theatre, or reeconomics, government, art, geog- ligious doctrine. Using all library
Distinguished actor Maurice
raphy, literature, religion, an- facilities, the students collect data
STEAKS, SANDWICHES
thropology, and sociology.
to show a significant comparison.
WAFFLES AND
Selection of the two periods to If the seminar group supports her
COMPLETE
MEALS
be compared is made by the entire contention that the point is notegroup. Periods must have some worthy, she writes an "editorial Main Street
Anderson
basis for comparison, such as two note" to be included in the bound r.........T.......«-r-----iri-f-y
post-war eras, or 1848 as com- anthology.

Magazine Names
Contest Winners

Weekly News
Digest

Exam Holiday Set
For Idaho Seniors

Seminar Uses

New Approach To

U.S. History Study

JAX'S

Sponsors For Military Ball

Clemson People
To Be In Pageant
Clemson College will be represented at the historical pageant
which will be held in Columbia
March 31. The pageant will illustrate the progress of education in
South Carolina from the Colonial
Days to the present. R. W. Moorman, assistant professor of mechanics and hydraulics in the school
of Engineering, is the chairman of
the Clemson group, which is to
take part in the pageant.
Nine hundred persons are expected to participate in the Activities of the pageant, which will
for the most part take place in
Township Hall in Columbia. It
is being organized by the South
Carolina Educational Association,
and will be part of the State
Teacher Meeting.

Air Cadets To Be
Recruited Mar. 21
Major George B. Herndon, Aviation Cadet Examining Officer for
the state of South Carolina, will
be at the Greenville Recruiting
Main Station on March 21 and 22.
On these days, he will interview
and accept applicants for training as aviation cadets, it has been
announced by Lieutenant Thomas
J. Kennedy, recruiting officer.
The applicants must have at
least two years of college, be at
least 19 and a half years old at the
time of application, single, and
pass a physical and mental examination.
Lieutenant Kennedy also pointed out that the accepted applicants will receive 52 weeks of
training at Lackland Air Force
Base, San Antonio, Texas, in addition to 275 hours of flying time.
Upon completion of this scheduled
work, the successful applicant then
goes on three years of active duty
as an officer receiving a Second
Lieutenant's pay of $415.00 per
month.

Sponsors for Scabbard and Blade, national honorary military fraternity, will be guests of the organization at the Military Ball, to be held March 17-18. Top row, left to right, are: Miss Nancy Royster, of Winthrop College and Laurens, for Milton Sweatman; Miss Jo Anne Gill, of Furman University and Charleston, for Guinn R. Timmerinan; Miss Shirley Patton, of Furman University and
St. George, for Albert H. Peters; and Miss Eugenia Holliday, University of South Carolina and Anderson, for J. L. Whitlaw. Bottom row, left to right, are: Miss Peggy Edison, from Gastonia, N. C,
for R. B. Cromwell; Miss Drucilla Godfrey, of Greer, for Joe M. Glenn; Miss June Fleenor, University of North Carolina and Charlotte, N. C, for Mac White; and Miss Sibil Lee, of Manning, for OUie
Stukes.

Esquire Entices
College Writers
Esquire Magazine, feeling that
the work of college students has
not been given enough attention,
has set up a department for college writers.
This "New Discoveries" department will give prompt, thorough
readings and special attention to
manuscripts submitted by unknown writers.
A. University of Colorado student, Jack M. Bagby, recently won
national recognition as an author
after his manuscript, "Combat Fa-

! asserted, "Under any circum\ stances, we believe that 'Combat
Fatigue' is an important and cem[ pelling piece of work."

We Sell the Material....
Ortwein Tailoring Co. of Rome, Ga.
Does the Work.
SEE US FOR
YOUR CLOTHING NEEDS

EXCELSIORMILLS STORE

let ytm own 7A$f£ctnd MOATbe the judgei
FOR SMOOTHNESS AND MILDNESS ...

There's never
a rough puff
in a Lucky
Secouoe luc&y Strike
Afeane Fine T&baecef
MAURICE EVANS says: "I always COUJlt Oil
Luckies for a perfect performance!'
Correct, Mr. Evans. . . you can always count on
Luckies to give you the real smoothness, mildness
and deep-down smoking enjoyment you want.
And, smokers, you can depend on Luckies because Lucky Strike means fine tobacco—fine, light,
naturally mild tobacco that's always smooth. Yes,
let your own taste and throat be the judge. Find
out for yourself—get a carton of Luckies today!

Evans playing Hamlet—one of his greatest stage roles.

Lucky Strike. ..so round, so firm, so fully packed

/

tigue," was sent to "New Discoveries."
Gratified over the discovery of
a new writer, the Esquire editors

COPR., TMI AMERICAN TO.ACCO COMPANY

so free and easy on the draw
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Senior Class Holds Meeting To Complete Plan
Nine-Week Session
June 12—August 12
This listing of courses is tentative; the College reserves the
right to make additions or deletions.

Ec 302 Farm Management
Ec 305 Farm Accounting
Ec 309 Marketing
Ec 352 Public Finance
Ec 452 Agri. Policy
Ec 460 Agricultral Finance

Ag En* 201 Farm Machinery
Ag En 205 Farm Mechanics
Ag En 301 Soil Conservation
Ag En 352 Farm Power
Ag En 402 Drainage and Irrigation
Ag En 452 Adv. Farm Structures
Agron
Agron
Agron
Agron
Agron
Agron
Agron
Agron
AH
AH
AH
AH

101 Farm Crops
202 Soils
301 Fertilizers
302 Genetics
306 Forage Crops
409 Cotton and Tobacco
456 Seminar
458 Research and Thesis

301 Feeds and Feeding
303 Feeds and Feeding Lab.
452 Animal Breeding
454 Animal Breeding Lab.

Bact 301 General Bacteriology
Bact 303 Gen. Bact. Lab.
Bot
Bot
Bot
Bot
Bot
Bot

101 General Botany
103 Gen. Bot Lab.
352 Plant Physiology
354 Plant Physiology Lab.
401 Plant Pathology
403 Plant Path. Lab.

Dairy 201 Intro. Dairying
Dairy 352 Advertising and
Marketing
Dairy 501 Topical Problems
Ent 301 Elementary & Econ.
Ent.
Ent 401 Economic Entomology
Hort 464 Food Preservation
P H 301 Farm Poultry
PH 303 Farm Poultry Lab..
R S 301 Rural Sociology
R S 454 Farmers' Movements
R S 459 The Rural Community
Zool
Zool
Zool
Zool

101
103
301
302

General Zoology
Gen. Zoology Lab.
Advanced Zoology
Embryology

Arts and Sciences
Econ
nomics
Econ
nomics
Econ
Econ
Econ
ing

Span 102 Elementary Spanish
Span 201 Intermediate Spanish;

Criticism Of Ra! Service Called
e; Benefits Stressed
By BILL DENSON

One of the privileges of which brother freshmen agree that he
Span 202 Intermediate Spanish Americans are the most proud is has been wronged, the offending
| their liberty to criticize anything upperclassman may be "pooled"
which does not meet their ap- (a treatment that usually preChemistry
I
proval.
Many times, however, vents the upperclassmen from
Chem 101 General Chemistry
Chem 102 General Chemistry ; this privilege is abused by those wronging the freshman again).
The amount of service expectChem 215 Qualitative Analysis who criticize without forethoght
Chem 216 Quantitative Analysis a'nd censure without knowledge. ed of a freshman is directly proChem 220 Agric. Organic Chem- Usually the very sophistry and portional to his ability, and no
istry
unsoundness of such indistrimi- freshman is required to give serChem 221 Elementary Organic ; nate criticism is so obvious that
vice all the time. To equalize
Chemistry
| it is not necessary to waste time
Chem 222 Elementary Organic in pointing out its fallancies. the amount of service given by
Chemistry
Rather than create undeserved each freshman, duty roosters are
publicity for such inert blasts, it worked out so that each freshis better to let them die of their man spends only two hours a
Education
own inanity. But occasionally week in the afternoon and his
Educ 302 Educ. Psychology
because of the great misrepresen- afternoon vacancies doing erEduc 305 Prin. of Secondary tation of some attacks, the acEducation
cusation cannot be allowed to rands for upperclassmen. No
Educ 422 Problems in Adult pass unchallenged.
freshmen are required to give
Education
Recently, one of Clemson's service on Saturday afternoon or
Educ 551 Research & Thesis in oldest traditions, the unwritten Sunday.
Ag. Ed.
rule of freshmen service to upAnother statement which well
perclassmen, was subject to such illustrates the left-handed logic
Mus 402 Music Appreciation
a misrepresentative attack by a used by the critic of Clemson's
student in a regular column if oldest tradition was the theonetThe Tiser. Whether the attack ical case in which .he supposed
Engineering
was made in, ignorance of the that Dr. Einstein would have quit
Arch 201 Architectural Design true facts of .trie situation or with Clemson Co^ege because of the
Arch '02 Architectural Design
deliberate intent ,to misinform, it rat service tradition. This illusArch 301 Architectural Design
most certainly did not give an tration is certainly illogical and
Arch 302 Architectural Design
accurate description of one of our ridiclous. Einstein was not in
Arch 305 DeVineation
school's most honored traditions. the U. S. when he was of colArch 306 Delineation
It is to correct some of the mis- lege age. If he had decided tc
Arch 309 History of Arch
representative statements made come to Clemson in the first
Arch 409 Art Aoureciation
by this column concerning the place, then -he would have known
Arch 410 History of Art
system of freshmen service at about the freshmen service traArch 415 Bldg. Design
Clemson that this column is dition before he came to C1
i
Arch 416 Specifications
written.
son. In the second place, if a
Arch 417 Work. Drawings
Since Clemson College was had found he did not like raj
Arch 418 Construction
founded in 1893, it has been an service, he would not be forced
|
Arch 419 Mechanical Plant
honored tradition of the college to give it. In the third place,
Arch 425 Bldg. Design
for all incoming freshmen to give there is no reason to believe that
Arch 426 Specifications
a year of service to upperclass- Einstein wold be physically difArch 427 Work. Drawings
men. During these two semestArch 428 Work. Draw. & De- ers of service the freshmen are ferent from the 7,500 other boys
who have given rat service and .
tails
required to help clean up an up- graduated from Clemson without j
perclassman's room and to per- being beaten to death.
j
C E 101 Elem. Surveying
form various small errands for
If the individual who criticized
C. E. 202 Surveying
him. The relationship between rat service so severely wants to
C E 306 Roads & Pavements
the freshmen and the upperclass- find out how those who really
C E 310 Elem. Design
men has always been kept oji a know about rat service feel about
j
C E 402 Structural Analysis
friendly, informal plane, and the it, let him get the opinion of 12
C E 406 Road Matr. Lab.
service given willingly and cheer- freshmen, 12 pperclassmen and
C E 409 Reinf. Cone. Struct.
fully as friend to friend, not as 12 alumni of Clemson. The freshC E 415 Soil Mechanics
slave to master. The existance men will probably state that
C E 416 Contracts
of such a system of service is
C E 419 Matr. & Meth. of Con- purely voluntary, and no fresh- giving rat service gives them a
feeling of belonging and a sense
str.
man is forced to give service who of accomplishment; the upperdoes not wish to do so. The classmen will remember that rat
D D 106 Engr. Drawing
workability and fairness of the service helped make the transisystem has been well demon- tion from home to college easier
strated during its half-century by giving them a task to keep
E E 212 Electric Fields
of use at Clemson, but certainly them occupied; the alumni will
E E 303 Elec. Circ. & Mach.
the system is not above criticism. recall that it was during their
E E 308 A. C. Circ. & Mach.
Any such criticism, however, freshmen year while giving rat
E E 311 D. C. Machinery
should at least be accurate and service that they had the most
E E 315 A. C. Circuits
constructive, not misrepresanta- fun at Clemson.
E E 316 A. C. Circuits
j
tive and ridiculous.
E E 320 Electronics
The person who has apparentE E 411 A. C. Machinery
ly become the self-appointed
E E 412 A. C. Machinery
spokesman for the
"humble
E B 415 Adv. Circuits
Clemson freshmen" has made
E E 422 Distribution
some statements which will undoubtedly surprise and amuse
In Ar 301 Industrial Arts
anyone who has given freshmen
Jimmy Cushman, dairying jun-*
service at Clemson. The first of ior of Chester, was recently electIn En 201 Metal Processes
these statements is the one in
In En 202 Wood Processes
which he condemns the "mis- ed president of the YMCA. Other
In En 205 Constr. Matr.
eries" of "rat service." No fresh- officers named at this election
In En 302 Welding
men- are subjected to cruel, or were Jimmy Stovall, civil engipainful treatment by upperclass- neering junior of Elberton, Ga.,
M E 310 Mechanical Lab.
men, and any hazing or paddling vice president; and Gene McLeod,
M E 311 Heat Power
that occurs in the barracks is
M E 312 Heat Power
conducted as a friendly, informal ag engineering junior of RemM E 314 Heat Power Lab.
iniation, not as & bloodthirsty brandt, secretary. The new ofM E 411 Heat Power
ordeal. Perhaps if the person ficers will be installed in the near
M E 412 Heat Power '
who made some of the statements future, and .at this installation
M E 413 Heat Power Lab.
concerning the "unfairness" of they will choose a new cabinet.
M E 414 Heat Power Lab.
Retiring officers of the Y are
rat service knew something of
M E 418 Design
the privileges of freshmen under Wayne Ballantine, president; W.
M E 430 Air Conditioning
the system he would not be as P. Roberts, vice president; and A.
M E 432 Air Conditioning Design quick to condemn. I If any fresh- j J. B,anks, secretary,
man feels that an upperclassman | The officers of the Y act as a
Mech 302 Mechanics (Statics)
has wronged him, he has the j coordinating body between the
Mech 303 Mechanics (Kinetics) right to have his case discussed' churches, and a policy making
Mech 304 Mech. of Matr.
before a "rat council." If his | bady for the Y.
Mech 401 Fluid Mechanics
Mech 403 Fluid Mech. Lab.
SEE US FOR MODEL PLANES
Textiles
** Loose Balsa Wood in Any Amount
TC 301 Textile Chemistry
TC 302 Textile Chemistry
TC 303 Tex^. Chem. Lab.
ANDERSON, S. C.
TC 304 Text. Chem. Lab.
TC 401 Chem. Proc. Text.
TC 402 Chem. Proc. Text.
TC 403 Chem. Proc. Text. Lab.
TC 404 Chem. Proc. Text. Lab.
r

Agriculture
Ag
Ag
Ag
Ag
' Ag
Ag

Span 101 Elementary Spanish;
r

ANSWERS COLUMNISTS

201

Principles of Eco-

202

Principles

of Eco-

301 Labor Problems
312 Commercial Law
401 Elementary Account-

Engl 100 Remedial English
Engl 101 Composition and Literature
Engl 102 Composition and Literature
Engl 203 A Survey of English
Literature
Engl 204 A Survey of English
Literature
Engl 301 Public Speaking
Fr 101 Elementary French; or
Fr 102 Elementary French
Fr 201 Intermediate French; or
Fr 202 Intermediate French
Ger 101 Elementary German; or
Ger 102 Elementary German
Ger 202 Intermediate German
Gov 101 American National
Government
Gov 301 Am. Gov't. and Political
Parties
Gov 302 State and Local Government
Hist 101 American History
Hist 102 American History
Hist 301 History of the U. S.
Since 1865
Hist 303 History of Civilization
Hist 304 History of Civilization
Hist 401 History of South Carolina
Hist 405 The American Frontier

Arnold Society Delegates Attend Meet
Of National Organization March 3
Roland T. Hewitt, animal husbandry senior of Florence,
and James E. Brumley, textile manufacturing senior of
Greenville, represented Squadron B-6, Clemson chapter of
the Arnold Society of Air Cadets, at the convention of the
national organization held in Cleveland, Ohio, on March"3-5.
— ♦ The delegates reported that
items of much interest were discussed at the meeting, and many
important matters 'were accomplished. The present constitution
of the organization was revised
^■^mpfl
and the national headquarters was
permanently established at tfie
■Who win it be ... the Yankees, University of Cincinnati.
Gen. H. A. Vandenberg, chief of
tfce Red Sox, the Indians or the
Tigers in the American League? staff, was elected national comCan the Dodgers repeat in the mander of the. society, and it is
National, or can the Cardinals, expected that he will accept the
the Braves or the Giants deliver position.
The official banquet was held
the foods?
These Questions and many more on March 4. Several Air Force
are currentlv being answered in dignitaries were present at the
the various ^raining camps of the banquet. Mrs. H. H. Arnold,
big leagu" ' -vs. Some are in wife of. the late "Hap" Arnold,
Florida w'-'
me are in Arizona I *or whom the society was named,
;
and Califorr r\ But wherever the attended.
She extended a sincere note of
site for the spring drills, each and
every manager is molding his gratitude to the Arnold Society.
first team for the coming races. Gen. Arnold was to have been
Many people think that the 'pre- principal speaker at the banquet.
season games don't have much Parts of his prepared message
to do with the way the major were read to the assembly.
leaguers will finish up in SeptemThe Arnold Society is the offiber. On the contrary, the "grape- cial national honorary fraternity
fruit" league contests go a long for Air Force ROTC students.
way in determining how a club ' Clemson's Squadron B-6 is one of
w'H go to the wire.
\ the new members of the organizaFor'the hundreds of rookies, the j tion, and new members for the
spring games are as big and im- local society will be pledged at a
portant as any world series for later date.
the seasoned veteran. In other
words, it's do or die for Johnny
"new boy" who must deliver the
goods or tramp back to the minor
leagues.
The old timers, attempting a
come-back or trying to put their
Stephens College has been seinjuries behind them, also have lected by the National Inter-collea lot at staTTe. They must regain giate Flying Association to be the
their old form, or go to the bush host school for the National Interleagues or enter the ranks of collegiate Air Meet, to be held
coach or manager. These are on- on May'5 and 6, 1950 at Columbia,
ly sidelights of the situation. The Missouri.
met important question asks
Several members of the Clemson
whether the proven players are Aero Club are planning to attend
as good as they were or whether the meet and have been invited to
they're injured any.
participate in the competitions.
A lot of. managers figure that if
The flying group at Stephens
their proteges come through with will provide housing, food, gas,
some good pitching, their clubs entertainment and will try to have
will cop the league championship. planes available at no cost or at
Such clubs are Pittsburg, Boston a nominal fee.
and New York in the National
Clemson's Aero Club is again
and Boston, New York and De- open to new m bers and is plantroit in the American. Other man- ning to purchase a new airplane
agers are praying that their pu- which will be considerably fastpils will develop betted power er than the present ships.
with the stick. They have ample
Anyone interested in joining
pitching strength, but inadequate the club may obtain further inhitting. Some clubs in this boat formation by contacting W. R.
are Philadelphia and Cleveland Hale or J. R. Carter in room 110
in the American, and Philadelphia of Barracks 8.

M z*Hf iAaaiifts In

Stephens Host To
College Air Meet

Cushman Elected Prexy Of Senior
'Y' Council; Cabinet To Be Chosen

Approximately one-third of the senior class attended a
meeting last Monday night in the chemistry lecture room to
discuss class rings, class projects, senior day, invitations, and
caps and gowns.
The meeting'was called to order*
at 6:45 by Dan S. May, president
pay yearly dues to the fund if he:
of the senior class.
feels that he is aow can
• RING QUESTION
enough insurance.
The first matter brought up was
A motion carried that the
the class ring question. Mr. G. be adopted and a committee ;^
E. Metz, registrar and member of to be appointed to examine difthe ring committee, explained that ferent insurance offers.
in the late 1930's and early 1940's,
SENIOR DAY
members of the junior class were
Senior Day has been set for
permitted to purchase class rings, Thursday, April 20. No senior
but students became dissatisfied Will be required to meet classes
with the procedure and the senior on that day.
class decided to promote a change
There will be a square dancS*1
in the eligibility requirements.
in the Little Gym, and students
The Clemson Alumni Associa- from surrounding women colleges
tion considered the matter, made will be invited.
recommendations to the Board of
Plans are being made for free
Trustees and the present policy movies on the campus, and a barof having seniors wait till the be- becue is scheduled for Thursday
ginning of their last semester be- night.
fore buying rings was written inName tags^ costing ten cents,,.
to the minutes of the June 21, will' be distributed to each senior
1940 meeting.
so that seniors only will particiMr. Metz also announced that pate in the festivities. February
August graduates could purchase graduates will ;be included in the"
their rings on April 15, 1950.
senior day this semester.
The class voted to k-~i the reAny suggestions for senior day
quirements the same,
ith four can be deposited in the suggestion "
men voting for a change.
box located on the; first floor of
Main Building.
CLASS PROJECT
INVITATIONSA proposed class project was
CAPS AND GOWNS
put before the seniors in which
each student would take out a $1,Invitations, went on sale Mon000 insurance policy with the ac- day night. The prices are twentycumulating dividends to go" to the two cents for plain cards and
college on the twenty-fifth reunion seventy cents for leather. Payof the class.
ment must be made when orders
It was pointed out that if each are placed. Measurements are
senior assigns $^)0 of the divi- now being made for caps and
dends, and there are 500 sub- gowns.
scribers, a gift of $50,000 will be
Invitations by telegram will be
possible at the class reunion in thirty-eight cents to near-by points
1975.
and up to fifty cents for places
May stated that a student could three hundred miles or more.

LLROY

and Cincinnati in the Senior Loop.
So you see the importance of
of what is going on today in the
major league camps. This is it,
and they know it.

Here's the best and most beautiful car
at lowest cost

DILLARD SPORTING GOODS

JUST RECEIVED . . .
TM.101 Intro, to Textiles
Math 100 Remedial Mathematics
TM 401 Textile Costing
Math 101 College Algebra
TM 403 Textile Management
Math 102 Trigonometry
TM 454 Time Study
Math 103 Freshman MathemaTM 462 Textile Microscopy
tics
TM 464 Phys. Text. Testing
Math 104 Freshman Mathematics
WD 201 Fabric Design
Math 201 Differential Calculus
WD 202 Fabric Design
Math 202 Integral Calculus
WD 205 Cam Loom Mech.
Math 203 Differential Calculus
WD 206 Cam Loom Mech.
Math 204 Integral Calculus
WD 301 Fab. Str. & Design
Math 306 Ordinary Differential
WD 302 Fabric Analysis
Equations
WD 305 Dobby & Box Mech.
Phys 201 General Physics
WD 306 Jacquard Mech.
Phys 202 General Physics
WD 309 Knitting
Phys 203 Gen. Phys. Lab.
WD 401 Warp Preparation
Phys 204 Gen. Phys. Lab.
WD 402 Fabric Develop.
Phys 211 Gen. Physics for Engineering
YM 201 Blanding and Cleaning
Phys 212 Gen. Physics for EnYM 202 Carding
gineering
YM 301 Roving Frames
Phys 213 Gen. Phys. Lab.
YM 302 Spinning
Phys 214 Gen. Phys. Lab.
YM 306 Combing
Phys 304 Descriptive Astronomv
Phys 312 Heat and Kinetic
Theory
Phys 314 Experimental Heat
Phys 501 Research
Phys 552 Theory of Atomic
Spectra

;SKw>

-flBBOttS

Psych 301 General Psychology
Soc 301 Introductory Sociology!
\

& WllLIAMSO*)

MCNS

SHOP"

SENECA, S.C

The Styleline De Luxe 4-Door Sedan

Large shipment of sport coats, matching slacks, also a
complete line of sport jackets and sport shirts

BYERS MEN SHOP
ANDERSON, S. C.

FIRST... and Finest... at Lowest Cost!
EAGLE FURNITURE CO.
YOUR BEST BET FOR BARGAIN, PHONE 207
Latest in Modern Bed Room, Dining Room
and Living Room Furniture
ANDERSON, S. C.

Chevrolet is the only car that brings you these outstanding features
at lowest prices . . . NEW STYLE-STAR BODIES BY FISHER • NEW
TWO-TONE FISHER INTERIORS • CENTER-POINT STEERING • CURVED
WINDSHIELD with PANORAMIC VISIBILITY • LONGEST, HEAVIEST LOWPRICED CAR • CERTI-SAFE HYDRAULIC BRAKES with Dubl-Life rivetless linings • EXTRA-ECONOMICAL TO OWN-OPERATE-MAINTAIN.

POWER^Zg AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION
Combination of Powerglide Transmission and 105-h.p.
engine optional on De Luxe models at extra cost.

This car alone provides the trim and
tailored beauty of Body by Fisher, at
lowest cost! This car alone offers a choice
of the finest in automatkj or standard
drives, at lowest cost! This car alone gives
all the advantages of Valve-in-Head Engine
performance—including the most powerful
engine in its field—at lowest cost!
And so it goes through every phase of
motor car value; for only Chevrolet offers
so many features of highest-priced automobiles at the lowest prices!
Come in and see the Chevrolet for '50—
first and finest at lowest cost!

SEE YOUR LOCAL CHEVROLET DEALER
Convenient// listed under "Automobiles'! in your /oca/ classified telephone directory
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Freshman-Baiter Should Stick To
Subjects More In His Line -- If Any
By Hassell A. Simpson
WHAT'S WRONG WITH RAT SERVICE?
For the last several weeks, Tiger readers
have noted, with varying degrees of reaction, the statements regarding rat service
which have appeared in the column "Don't
Get Me Wrong, But", written by my friend
Bill Chamness. Now, his ideas are fairly
logical and his opinion on the present system
of freshman subordination is perhaps normal, that is, normal for an outsider. My
mother, for "instance, doesn't believe that
her little Hassell ever "paddles those poor
freshmen." But, never having been directly associated with the cadet corps, Bill is
hardly in a position to bleed for the pitiful
rodents.

\
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Action On Constitution
The Council of Club Presidents met last night to draft
and present a constitution to the student body.

This paper

goes to press before the results of the meeting are known,
but it would not be surprising if the Council finds that it will
take more than one night to complete the task.
The plan set forth by the President of the Senior Council is that the club presidents will act as a constitutional convention, having two tentative constitutions from, which to
draw. These two documents are printed on page five of
this issue so that the student body may read what the convention worked" with.
The constitutional convention is'to choose the better of
the two constitutions or draft a third from the best points of
both. In a letter to the Council of Club Presidents, the President of the Senior Council stated, "It is the earnest desire of
the Senior Council to present to the Student Body, for its
ratification at the earliest possible date, a constitution which
will adequately meet the needs of the student body.
The tentative constitutions are the results of two seperate committees. The first committee appointed by the
Senior Council completed its assignment up to the laws governing elections and discontinued work because of disagreement on election rules. A second committee was appointed
and was handed the first constitution as a key to follow. The
recent election brought home to all concerned the dire need
of a forceful governing organ, and both committees completed
their tasks in record time.
There has been some talk about two constitutions adding
to the confusion, but a more desirable constitution can be
drafted from two sources than if the convention was presented with only one document. Of course, the club presidents will have more work because they have a choice, but
they should be willing to put a little more effort into the project if they realize the importance of the project.
A great deal ofv work has gone into the making of the
two constitutions, and more efforts are forthcoming before
we will have the type of constitution we need. The members of the two committees, the President of the Senior Council, the Senior Council, and the Council of Club Presidents
will deserve a pat on the back when the new constitution is
ratified by the student body.
The lack of a true constitution has been a sore spot in
Clemson's student government, and the men who are responsible for doing away with that evil deserve the appreciation
of the student body.

Talk of the Town

A Compliment, A Further Statement,
A Gripe-Naturally-And A Question
By Charles Kennemore
Any of you guys that missed hearing the
Furman Singers sure missed one of the entertainment treats of the year.
In addition to being accused of being stubborn, dogmatic, and perhaps over critical, I
have also been accused of being tone-deaf.
In other words I couldn't keep time with a
drum and bugle corps. But I didn't have
to be a musical genius to appreciate that
group.
They were really wonderful, as
many of you know. The work they have
put in must be tremendous. I suppose at
that though, they are fortunate—the efforts
of their work can be heard and appreciated,
which altogether too often is not the case.
Speaking of missing things and so forth,
reminds me . . . I'd be willing to bet that
99 and 44-100% of the boys that saw the
movie "East Side, West Side," this week,
will agree that it was the best thirty or
thirty-six cents they ever spent. If they
don't, then they are not human.
IN ALL FAIRNESS

Something has been brought to my attention that in all fairness I think should be
passed along. In this column last week, and
in the TIGER as a whole, the election fracas
was pretty well worked over, and particularly two members of the Senior Council for
their actions in said affair. I still think that
everything said was justified. However, I
am told that" both of these men readily admitted their mistake before a special meeting of the Senior Council. They went even
further than that. Only one of these two
Blue Key and Little Theater co-sponsored a play premen has a voting voice on the council, and
sented by the Barter Theater Group. The play presented
he seconded a motion that was essentially
was a classic written by the French author, Moliere.
against them. That's pretty good I think.
There are many students at Clemson who will never
TO BE, OR NOT TO BE
have another opportunity to see such first rate plays as the

Lost Cause

one presented last Tuesday in the College Chapel; however,
the groups sponsoring the presentation lost approximately
one hundred and fifty dollars.
These two organizations were interested enough in the
education of the student body to make themselves financially
responsible for bringing a professional group here to perform.
The students showed their appreciation by staying away in
groves.
The price of admission ($.90) may have had some bearing on the lack of attendance, but that price was advertised
far enough in advance so that each student could have arranged to purchase a ticket.
The logical conclusion to draw is that the people at
Clemson are not interested in the higher type of entertainment, and any organization that tries to be of service to the
student body along that line is merely throwing away money.

I suppose that by the time this is off the
press and distributed that some definite action will have been taken by the Council
of Club Presidents on the constitution. I
hope so, but it will be a miracle.
■ We don't just have a tentative new constitution now. We have two! Don't ask
me how. All I know is that it is a fouled
up mess.

These papers cost two and one-half cents
each. My figuring says that $23.50 per day,
or $117.50 per week (5 days). Considering
thirty-six weeks for a school year that makes
$4,330.00. In addition five men are paid $10
each per month to deliver these papers.
That's $50.00 per month, $450 per year, which
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CLEAN UP OR SHUT UP
The janitors, it seems, haven't been able t(
keep the cadet barracks as clean as could b<
desired. As the freshmen well know, cadeti
were held responsible for the spotlessness oi
Everybody is discussing the issue, so I the latrines and halls as well as their room;
at last week's inspection.
might as well have my say. I believe, in
Some began to wonder whether they we're
short: (1) that the present system is definitely beneficial to all concerned, 'especially college students or apprentice janitors. 11
may be, though, that we brought it on our
freshmen; this from my own experience.
(2) that the advantages gained in individual selves. When it comes to messing the place
discipline and that of the corps far outweigh up, anything goes. No holds barred. The
any disadvantages of false reputation for condition of the barracks apparently has
the school. (3) that the cadet corps, as a nothing to do with it.
First barracks is not much dirtier on th<
whole, agrees with me. I've made a small
whole than those on the quadrangle, thougl
survey among the freshmen on my company,
and not one of those to whom I talked was < they are far more civilized-looking to begir
with. So the boys just don't care abou'
in favor of altering the current set-up to
\heir surroundings. "As long as we don'i
any great extent.
have to clean up the place, the devil wit!
Yes, 1 like our system. The Commandant's Office, in moving to enforce it, has taking care of things. We'll carve walks
across the lawns and litter the barracks witl
done Clemson a great service.
filth; let visitors think whatever they like.'
DON'T STOP THE MUSIC

HELP WANTED; LONG HOURS, NO PAY

The concert by the Cincinnati Symphony
Orchestra in the Field House last Tuesday
night was an outstanding performance
among a series of excellent concerts. Most
of the program, to be sure, was over my
,____,
A-J „
Vm w_ w
head. And
Dvorak's
New World Symphony
is for me little more than a conglomeration
of folk tunes and sound effects. Symphonic
music, however, has a sort of stimulating effect on me, and I still derive a great deal of
pleasure from watching the amazing coordination of a well-conducted orchestra.
Thor Johnson's Cincinnati Symphony was

As is usual with any such project on th<
campus, publications of the Tiger each weel
falls on the shoulders of a few faithful staf members. A great many people turn out a'
first to work on the Tiger, but they fall bj
the wayside like so many dead flies wher
faced with the prospect of anything resemb-'
ling work. So it happens that each issue ii
harder to get out than the last.
The advantages of journalistic experienc< '
are obvious. Come one, Come all; editorial
men, sports men, business and circulatior
men. We need 'em all.

Don't Get Me Wrong, But.

Strip Tease

By
Art Loving Students

The Veterans
Corner

basement office.
As most of us now know, there are several windows in
that particular room which offer the casual wayfarer an excellent point of vantage if there happened to be anything going on in that room which might strike his diserning fancy.
The powers that be in the two promoting organizations did
not see fit to shroud these apertures and afford the visitors

Q. I am the widowed mothei
of a deceased World War I veteran who died of a service-connected disability several years aso
Although he supported me, he die
not have me listed as a dependen
Am I eligible to rewith VA.
ceive compensation now?

added to the cost of the papers is $4,780.00. what might be called the veil of respectability.
We, you and I, the students, pay that!
As one might or might not expect from male students
Sure, we like the paper. But do we like it in a non-coed agriculture college, a goodly aggregation of
spectators formed outside these windows for educational
that much?
The way I look at it, if our money can purposes. This gathering of the clan was, of course, in very
be spent in that matter, can't it be spent bad taste, but it was not exactly like sneaking around in the
for some other things also, things like pre-fab areas participating in that hazardous misdemeanor

ser^i JSnnected dtaabiiS. °yo'
may make application for cornpensation at any time, but jfm
-st ^ ^pendency.^ Pay
will not be awardecj from date o:
his death, but from date on whicr
?™ application was filed.

paying for a new Alma Mater if it
needed?

is

by Susan Manning
Phone 6276

Roland and Mildred Whitmire
of T-3 Barracks visited her parThe last official count of the signatures on the Alma ents, Mr. and Mrs. H. M. Felder,
in Asheville over the week-end.
Mater petition showed that twenty names would complete Mildred recently accepted the job
the majority needed. By this time, those names must be af- as one of the Brownie leaders that
meet every Wednesday afternoon.
fixed to the petition; but, the Brotherhood has still more
Prof, and Mrs. Dan Boone of 25
troubles.
Even though enough students have requested the change, Cherry Rd. purchased the Miller
Striblin farm located on the Anthe new song can not be accepted until the Alumni Associa- derson Highway last week. I
know all the playmates of young
tion has been contacted.
That situation seems fair enough; after all, Clemson's Bill and Mike Boone will envy
their new and exciting life on the
Alma Mater -belongs to them as much as it does to the present farm.
students.
Bud and Shirley Brutcher of
Now that the alumni have been called into the affair,
Newman Circle had as their guest
maybe they can be talked into donating a little money so for a short time her aunt, Miss

■

Here a*3 authoritative answer;
from the Veterans Administratior
By Bill Chamness
/
to three questions of interest tc
former servicemen and their deLast week the Blue Key and the Little Theater group pendents:
jointly sponsored a very spicy French play which for various
Q. My son is not certain how
and sundry reasons turned out to be a rather dismal failure muph he will receive from VA
,
,, ,
ii- i while he is going to school undei
It seems that appallingly the GI Bm He thinks it won>1
as far as finances are concerned.
few people were willing to part company with the necessary be enough to support him, his wif<
90 cents just to see a play when pool only costs three cents and child. Please let me knov
what amount he will get while
per cue.
in school?
A. The maximum monthly alLike I said, the play was spicy, but not nearly so spicy
lowance in your son's case, if he
as the prevues. Running true to form, little, if any, prepara- studies full-time, will be $120
tion had been made to accommodate the Barter Theater play- but he will be permitted to earr
ers, and inasmuch as Clemson has no auditorium, and there- as much as $170 on the side anc
THAT'S A LOT OF NEWSPAPER
still get his full subsistence. Sub
Five days per week 940 copies of the An- fore no dressing rooms, the actresses were directed to change sistence and salary can at no tim<
derson Daily Mail are dumped at the P. O. from their street clothes into their costumes in the Registrar's exceed the $290 monthly limitatioi

(fatcenniuf @cuHfeou 0oufde&

Same Old Song

I

UNFAIR PETITION
... . A
,
. . j .
I hear that a sufficient number of students
were finally induced to sign the petition regarding the Alma Mater. I also hear that
it has now hit a big snag. Rumors are that
it has to be approved by the alumni. How?
Personally, I still think it was an unfair petition. In an editorial in the TIGER two different weeks the question
was brought up about the possibility of a
third choice on this petition—that is, if
you did not like either of the two songs.
I firmly believe that only such a petition
would give a true picture of the feelings
of the students on this subject.
In talking with some of the members of
the organization that circulated this petition I was informed that it would be futile
to make a third choice available since nothing could come of the possible choice of many
students to have neither- the old Alma Mater
nor the proposed new one. Upon asking
why I was informed that money could never
-.
■ j .
£
J. -J
i
it+
be raised to pay for an outsider to attempt
to write an Alma Mater.
In the first place I don't like the use of
the word futile. I don't believe in such
nonsense. In the second place I don't
see why such a sum could not he raised.
Why do I think that?

just that. I'm a good example of the fact
that it doesn't take a highbrow to appreciati
good music to some degree. To me, oui
Concert Series is one of the biggest thing!
that makes Clemson a better place to spenc
four (or more) years. Certainly, it repre
sents just about the only means at hand foi
absorbing a little culture.
The Concert Committee has a virtually
thankless job, and right about now I'd likt
to say "Thanks, folks."

Josephine Freeland of Berkshire Rd. is confined to her bed
for a few days. We wish for
you a speedy recovery, Josephine.

the guests that enjoyed a birthday dinner given in honor of Dr.
Wallace Ferrier last Friday evening.

Mrs. Dan Savitz of St. Mathews
We are glad that the Claud
visited her sister, Mrs. J- R. Sally Smiths of Florence are now one
of 208 "R" St.
of us and hope they will enjoy
living in their new duplex home
We wish to extend our felicita- on Cherry Rd.
tions to Sammy Whitehead, son of
Barbara and June Whitehead of
Mrs. Gus Stewart entertained
129 Jersey Lane, on his third her bridge club last Thursday afbirthday . He celebrated the oc
casion witlTa "group of young Mrs George Coake^Vthe newly
neighbors Wednesday, March 1st. elected member of the club.

of peeping-tomery, because these interested students were
in plain view of the performers and the air of surreptitiousness did not prevail.
According to some who got there early, the actresses
were understanding^ indignant about the whole affair, but
soon fell into the spirit of the thing and being the show-mustgo-on showmen that they are, put on a burlesque that would
do credit to the most talented. This of course brought squeals
of childish delight from the audience.
It is rather hard to affix the blame in a situation of this
sort. If the college could promote and build an auditorium
that would be somewhere near adequate, then there would
be no opportunity for the recurrent embarrassments which
are forever being thrust upon the school. Then again, if a
little money and effort was expended in an attempt to make
present facilities somewhat more tolerable, then we
our
could at least breathe a little more easily when celebrities are
invited to the campus,
m
There .g & yery progressive building program now

inf^Zt^Bit^Tu

to school at th<
same time under the law?
J^** ^^XleV^
takjng on-the-job training if the.
school course is determined bj t
VA to be related to the on-the-jot
course.
permitted t0 g0

BUMPER CROP

progress at Clemson. In the next few months nearly a million dollars worth of buildings will be completed on the camNo
puSj excuiciing the multimillion dollar housing project.
one, least of all I, can deny that the forthcoming buildings
are sorely needed by an ever expanding Clemson, but some-

Margaret an^aTTBindschilder,
"
where along the line we have got to slip in an auditorium,
Jeannie and Tom Coursey, Red
The Harvey . Morgans recently and it seems to me that right now would, for some reason or
Brock, Doc Roberts and Mary moved into apartment 351 in the ^^ bg & ^^ ont,ortune time to glip it in.

Cw?E«M. DRlVei?S, STAY ALiRX'
teep
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Club Presidents Are Submitted Two Constitutions
Letters To Tom

Rat Treatment
Is Exaggerated
Dear Tom,
You're an old timer around
Clemson and I know you'll un
derstand my feeling for what I
am going to say.
Last week in the TIGER an
article appeared which pertained
to rat service here at Clemson. I
read it with my usual critical
manner, and although I strongly
disagree with Mr. Chamness, the
writer, I passed it off lightly in
the view of his lack of familiarity
with the matter. But having read
this week's paper, I decided that
Mr. Chamness knows neither when
to start talking or when to stop
talking.
The writer is a veteran. He
knows nothing of the system of
rat service except for the bad
reports which do come from the
very few freshmen who really
are dissatisfied with our system
of rat service. Being the great
thinker and drawer of conclusions that Mr. Chamness is, he
should have reasoned, I should
think, that a large percentage of
what he hears about our rat "torture" is exaggeration. And having pondered over this for a short
while, he would have hesitated,
I think, to have mentioned the
subject at all.
In plain words, rat service at
Clemson is exaggerated. If Mr.
Chamness doesn't know from experience that petty complaints are
necessary for good morale, I'm
sure any cadet could tell him so.
Mr. Chamness says that the cadets
are totally against his idea, and
that the veterans are "more or
less" in agreement with him. I
personally heard one veteran-, who
is in R. O. T. C, and who does
not rate rat service, and who
should not be prejudiced, tell Mr.
C. that rat service is exaggerated.
Of course, Tom, you were around
here when a rat had what could
be .properly termed "a rough
time."
I do contend that rat service
holds the means for the most effective discipline for our freshmen. It acts not to do physical
harm to the freshmen but rather
to instill 'the word "discipline"
firmly into their minds. And
while I do not claim that it will
make a "fearless sophomore" out
of the "cringinest freshman," I do
contend that the discipline taught
during the freshman year is active
during the entire life at Clemson,
and I might add that it favorably
affects life after graduation. Such
discipline will never be taught
through our demerit system. That
is my roinion.
Consider Mr. Einstein. As many
cadets know, Mr. Einstein would
not be required to give rat service if he were physical unfit.
'Since Mr. Einstein is a fairly intelligent man, I'd say that he
could study the situation and decide as the thousands of Clemson
men have decided since 1893, that
the merits of the rat system outweights its disadvantages.
But I won't ask Mr. Chamness
to accept what I say I'll do something he failed to do. By voluntary and secret ballot, I asked the
freshmen on Company B-l to state
whether they are satisfied or
dissatisfied with our rat system
as it stands now. Mr. Chamness
might be surprised to know that
out of twenty-eight votes cast,
twenty-seven had the word "satisfied^ written on the ballot. But
again I don't ask Mr. Chamness to
accept my word. He should do
something he failed to do before.
He should ask the rats themselves.
Hearsay is misleading at times,
Tom.
Sincerely,
F. E. Gaulden

Two tentative Constitutions were presented to the Council of Club
Presidents last night by two committees from the Senior Council.
Dan May, president of the Senior Council, appointed the Council
of Club Presidents as a Constitutional Convention, with the power
and authority to draft and present a finished Constitution to the

Student Body, using the tentative Constitution as a basis. After
approval of the Faculty Committee on Student Government, this
Constitution will be submitted to the Student Body for ratification.
The Council hopes to present a Constitution that will adequately
meet the needs of the Student Body.

PREAMBLE
We, the students of Clemson College, believing that student government is necessary and beneficial, that every student should be fairly represented in this government, that no
element should predominate to the exclusion or the abasement of another, and that justice should be provided in cases
involving offenses against the student body, ordain and establish this Constitution of the Student Body of Clemson Agricultural College.
ARTICLE I
Power of student government granted herein shall be
vested in an Assembly of Club Presidents, a Senior Council,
and officers of the four classes.
ARTICLE II
Section 1. Executive and legislative power granted
herein shall be vested in the Assembly. All legislative and
executive action pertaining to the student body <ts a whole
shall be accomplished by the Assembly and shall be initiated
therein.
\
Section 2. The Assembly shall be composed of the
President or the duly elected representative of each officially
recognized club, or,Janization," and academic "class" within "the
student body, who shall have one vote in all business of the
Council, and who shall not represent more than one club, organization, or academic class. Each club and organization!
shall determine the term of office, the manner of election,
and the qualification of its representative. Each representative shall be asked at the first meeting of the school year to
present a letter of authorization from the club or organization which he represents. If he shall not present such a letter, the Chairman pro tern of the Assembly shall nullify the
representative's vote and shall order the representative's
name excluded from the roll, or stricken therefrom if it has I
been already placed there.
Section 3. Nominations for a Chairman, a Recording
Secretary, and for other officers of the Assembly shall be
held at the first meeting of each school year. Elections of
these officers shall be held at the second meeting, and shall
be by consecutive secret ballots in each of which the names
of the nominee or nominees who shall have the lowest number of votes shall be dropped. In the final ballot or ballots,
each officer shall be elected by a simple majority. The President of the Senior Class shall be Chairman pro tern of the
Assembly during the first two meetings, until a permanent
Chairman shall be elected.
The elected Chairman of the Assembly shall have a
cumulative grade point ratio of three or more and shall be
an academic senior.
The qualifiications of the Recording Secretary shall be
decided by the membership of the Assembly.
Section 4. The Chairman of the Assembly shall preside
over all meetings of the Assembly, and shall be a member
ex of^ficio of the Senior Council. He shall be sole administrator and executor of all legislation enacted by the Assembly. If the need shall arise, the Chairman shall act as the
official representative of the student body.
Section 5. The Recording Secretary shall prepare at
each meeting, minutes which shall be read at-the following
meeting. He shall be responsible for all correspondence,
shall draft all acts of the Assembly, shall prepare a resume,
which shall be presented to the Senior Council for review, of
all business of the Assembly, and shall perform all other
duties customarily accruing to the secretary of an organization.

PREAMBLE
We, the students of Clemson College, believing that student government is necessary and beneficial, that every stur
dent should be represented in this government, that no element should predominate, and that justice should be provided in cases involving offense against the Student Body, do
ordain and establish this constitution of the Student Body of
Clemson Agricultural and Mechanical College,
Article I
Section 1. The executive power shall be vested in a
President of the Student Body.
Section 2. The President of the Student Body shall be
a member of either the Junior or Senior Class and shall become a Senior no later than the February following his election; he shall have a minimum cumulative grade point ratio
of 2.5.
Section 3. The President of the Student Body shall have
the power to appoint any committee which he deems necessary to further the administration of the Student Government and shall act as Chairman of the Executive Committee.
Power shall be vested in the President of the Student Body

that some of the dignified seniors on our campus should take a
few lessons In common courtesy
after their showing at the senior
class meeting Monday night.
OSCAR SAYS

that he (Oscar) thinks that if
Harry McDonald would slow down
driving through the small towns
(Fort Lawn) on his way home that
he (Harris) would have a little
more "green in his jeans" to boost
his lost personality after the sale
of his auto.
OSCAR SAYS

that Gilbert Bundy should stop
feeding good whiskey to a greeny
like John Allen.

Congratulations to Sutton and Mac's and Chappy (1*11 be colonel
his "boys" for preparing a tenta- yet) Johnson's.
tive constitution, a feat that some
OSCAR SAYS
that he (Oscar) wishes he were
of the campus "cards" found difcaptain so he (Oscar) could have
ficulty in accomplishing.
a "colonel" for a gal.
OSCAR SAYS
that so much happens in 1st barOSCAR SAYS
that he (Oscar) is waiting to
racks that the troops don't know
about. He (Oscar) has been get- see what Sutton's "Colonel" will
ting his poop from "Slim "The look like.
OSCAR SAYS——
Night Hawk."
that Bill Darby has half the
OSCAR SAYS
that all these new constitutions mess hall's equipment in his room.
OSCAR SAYS
have the mass very confused.
that he (Oscar) hopes the Jun——OSCAR SAYS——
that he (Oscar) can't understand galeef s have at last learned enough
why the "troops" call Pugliese music to keep things going for
the elite captains and their ladies.
"Cherry" these days.
OSCAR SAYS—

OSCAR SAYS

.——OSCAR SAYS
that R. B. (My Bn. Drills Ofthen again the troops claim
that it has been rumored that
Billy (Stud) Preocher has become the evidence is on Pug's arm. ten) Cromwell needs a new "Blitz
to Cal1 a s ecial meetin
of the Student Bod
with the a
P
2
y>
P"
Cloth" to shine his diamonds. But,
"attached" to Fred Cone til Maybe (Oscar) should look.
proval of the President of the College, if such a case be deem- so
OSCAR SAYS
then again, his (Cromwell's)
"Freddy Boy" has trouble shaking
that he (Oscar) isn't scared in I
ed necessary.
Willie even on the trips to the the least from "Slim" Brown's bearings won't let anyone forget
that he Cromwell) is a colonel—
head.
Section 4. Nominations for the President of the Student
threats, and that if Slim doesn't "A colonel, that is, suh!"
OSCAR SAYS
OSCAR SAYS
Body will be initiated from a meeting of the Student Body,
that he (Oscar) thinks that if quit blowing off steam, he (Osthat George Faccin and Harold
Tom
Bobo actually played as good car) is going to tell alL
at which time any student qualifying under Article I, SecOSCAR SAYS
Mac seem to be A little confused '
a game of golf as he (Tom) talks
that Rupert Kinard is really hot about a young miss from Ester.
tion 2, shall be eligible. After nominations have been closed, then he (Tom) would be on the
sttff.
OSCAR SAYS
a secret ballot shall be held before the floor is opened for nom- ! circuit with Snead and the other for this military
OSCAR SAYSthat perhaps Kennemore should
'
"play-for-ploy"
boys.
That
he
that
Anderson's
Snowman
(Tom
inations for Vice-President of the Student Body, and the four
be renamed "Bitchmore."
(Oscar) does believe, however, McClure) had best watch his step
-OSCAR SAYS
nominees
receiving the largest number of votes shall be can- that Tom could do a little better with Margaret. He (McClure)
that Bill Perry censors column
d
on the links if, he would give up might be treading on someone and quite frequently adds a few
else's ground — namely Harry choice tid bits of his own-making.
Section 5. The Vice-President of the Student Body these "lost week-ends."

shall assume the duties of the President in the event of his
absence from or vacation of the post of President. The VicePresident shall serve as a.member of the Executive Committee. The Vice-President shall be designated as President
Pro-Tempore of the Council of Club Presidents; he shall have
vote only for the purpose of breaking a tie in that body,
that body.
Section 6. The Vice President of the Student Body shall
be a Junior or a Senior, and furthermore, he shall be required to serve one full term; he shall be required to have a
minimum cumulative grade point ratio of 2.5. His term of
office shall commence in September following his election in
the preceeding April and shall expire at the end of the school
year.
Section 7. The nominations for the Vice-President of
the Student Body shall be made in the same manner as that
stipulated for the President of the Student Body in Article I,
Section 4, and immediately following the nominations of the
candidates for the office of President of the Student Body.
Section 8. The President of the Student Body shall be
aided by an Executive Committee composed of the presidents
of the four classes and the Vice-President of the Student
Body. This committee shall have the power of veto over any
legislation passed; however, this veto may be over-ridden by
a two-thirds (2-3) absolute majority of both legislative bodies.
When it is deemed necessary, the Executive Committee, as a
voice of the Student Body, shall request that it be allowed
to meet with the Deans of the faculty for the purpose of discussing faculty and student relationships, and furthermore,
when it is deemed necessary, the Executive Committee shall
request that it be allowed to meet with the Trustees of Clemson College at some regular meeting to present the problems
Section 6. All legislation enacted by the Assembly shall of Clemson students.
be subject to review and veto by the Senior Council. The
Section 9. The President of the Student Body shall
Assembly shall have the power to oyerride Senior Council serve one full term or until his term is interrupted by gradveto of any of its acts by a two-thirds majority of those pres- uation or any extraordinary circumstances. In any event,
ent.
the President of the Student Body shall not be eligible for reSection 7. The first meeting of the Assembly shall be lction. His term of office shall commence in September
held on the first Wednesday in October. Subsequent meet- following his election in the preceeding April and shall exings shall be held on the first Wednesday in October. Subse- pire at the end of the school year.
quent meetings shall be held on the first and third WednesArticle II
days of each month in the regular school session, except holiSection 1. Judiciary and disciplinary power shall be
day periods.
vested in the Senior Council. This body shall try such cases
Section 8. A motion of no confidence in the Chairman invoicing misdemeanors within the Student Body except
of the Assembly can be made at any meeting of the Assem- those cases of a purely military nature; it shall act as a court
bly by any member thereof who shall have with him and of appeals for any student who feels he is unjustly punished
shall read to the body a petition of impeachment signed by by the military and shall make a recommendation jointly to
ten members of the Assembly, or by five per cent of the stu- the Commandant and the President of the College to review
dent body, or by a majority of the Senior Council.
Weekly News Digest
the plaintiff's case. This recommendation shall be extended
Immediately upon presentation of a petition of impeach- only in such a case as the Senior Council deems advisable.
(Continued from Page 2)
ment, the Chairman of the Assembly shall yield the chair to It shall be the duty of the Senior Council to recommend punbor Government survived its
the
Recording Secretary of the Assembly, who shall appoint ishment of any student for conduct that would tend to bring
first test after the opening of
Parliament by defeating: a Con- a Recording Secretary pro tern to serve for the remainder of discredit upon himself, upon the Student body of Clemson
servative motion of censure over the meeting. After discussion from both sides, the Secretary
College, or upon the College.
the nationalization of the iron
and steel industries. The vote shall call for a vote on the motion, which shall be carried by
Section 2. The Senior Council shall be composed of
on the measure was 310 to 296, a simple majority. The Secretary, or Chairman pro tem, seven members elected by the Student Body and two Exbut it is believed that the issue shall then name a day not more than one week later upon
officio members. The Ex-officio members shall be the Vicewill come up many more times
and that it may be the one on which impeachment proceedings shall be held. No more President of the Senior Class and the highest ranking Cadet
which this Government might business shall be brought up at the meeting.'
Officer in the College Cadet Corps who qualifies under Arfall.
The Secretary of the Assembly shall preside at the im- ticle II, Scetion 3e.
In the first Parliamentary
statement of the foreign policy peachment proceedings, and shall call for a vote of imSection 3. Eligibility for membership to the Senior
of Australia's new government, peachment after discussion from both sides.
Impeachment
Council
is limited to students who are members of the Senior
Minister for External Affairs shall be carried by a two-thirds majority of the entire
Percy C. Spender told the AusClass at the time of entrance to such office. Any member
tralian House of Representatives membership of the Assembly,
shall have a minimum cumulative grade point ratio of 2.5.
that his government wanted to
Nominations for the new Chairman shall be in order imSection 4. Nominations for the Senior Council shall be
build u-p a relationship with the mediately after impeachment has been carried, and election
TT. S. similar to the one with the i .
made
at the meeting of the Student Body set forth under Ar:
n Article I,
British Commonwealth. He said ' shali be held at the next meeting as prescr
ticle
I,
Section 4, and immediately following the nominations
a full exchange of information Section 3.
for candidates for President and Vice-President of the Stuand experience was sought with
ARTICLE III
the United States on all importdent Body, at which time those present will accept and vote
ant matters.
Section 1. Judiciary and disciplinary powers shall be upon such- nominees. The number of candidates shall not
vested in the Senior Council. It shall try cases involving mis- exceed fifteen (15) and shall be reduced to that number if
TEXTILE NEWS
Secretary of Agriculture Char- demeanors within the student body except cases of a purely
nepessary by a secret ballot before the termination of that
les F. Brannan, in his annual report to the President, warned military nature or cases which fall within the jurisdictidn of meeting. The fifteen (15) nominees receiving the highest
that cotton produced in the civil authorities. It shall be the court of appeal in actions number of votes shall be candidates for election.
United States is being faced with involving punishment by the Commandant. The Senior
Section 5. Election of Senior Council members shall be
stiffer and stiffer competition
for its markets. He states that Council shall recommend punishment of any student whose held at the same time as that for the office of President and
rayon producing capacity in 1950 conduct may tend to bring discredit upon himself, upon the Vice-president of the Student Body.
is expected to be double that of I student body as a whole, or upon the college itself
Section 6. The officers of the Senior Council shall con1948, ana suggested a
The Senior Council sha
' m! consisting
coSSof
"
» review all legislation enacted sist of a Chairman, a Vice-chairman, and a Secretary who
program,
of lowetprolower pro i
duction costs and improvements | by the Assembly of Club Presidents and shall have the power shall be elected by the members of the Senior Council.

$Zf4 "ptom Otfa* @oMeye 'Raft
By LeRoy Doar
Before you throw this paper
This one will really give you a
in the trash, glance at Bill Den- hard time.
Mary bought a pair of skates
son's column. He has done what
Upon the ice to frisk;
a lot of you thought about doing,
Now wasnt she a foolish girl
and for our money, he has done
Her little*.
a darn good job of it. But getting back to this little space filler,
"How's your girl?"
we plan to make it one that you
"Not so good."
"You always were lucky."
will really be proud to show to
Wataugan
your girls this weekend.

we are farther out ip the
try."

coun-

"Do you know the difference
between a sweater girl and a sewing machine?"
"No."
"The sewing machine has only
one bobbin."
Wataugan

Cadet: "Do you know the secret
of popularity?"
He
who
laughs
last
has
found
Three salesmen were sitting in
Drag: "Yes, but Mother said I
a dirty meaning.
a tavern having a few rounds of
Wataugan musn't."
beer. "I hate to see a woman
"Are you free tonight?"
"Don't you love driving on a
eat alone," said the grocery
"No, but I'm inexpensive."
salesman. "I hate to see a wo- night like this?"
"Yes, but I usually wait until
N. C. State
man drink alone," said the liquor
salesman. The mattress salesman
remained silent like a gentleman.

COMPLIMENTS

She: "Are you a member of the
college crew?"
He: "No."
She: "Then why are you stroking me?"
She swears that no man's lips
have ever touched hers. That's
enough to make any girl swear.
Very often the most attractive
tours are contours.
Technician
"Your girl's spoiled, isn't she?"
No, it's just the perfume she's
wearing."

SAM'S LUNCH
GREENVILLE, S. C.
CLEMSON STUDENTS ALWAYS WELCOME

NIMMONS & FIELD COMPANY
A Complete General Merchandise Store
YOUR NORGE DEALER
Seneca, S. C.
Phone 630

DEPENDABLE USED CARS

STONE BROTHERS

And Specialized Service
On All Makes and Models

COMPLETE OUTFITTERS TO MEN, YOUNG MEN
AND STUDENTS

Madden's Motors

108 N. Main Street

Greenville, S. C.

On Sale at Your Favorite Eating Place

COX'S PEANUT BUTTER SANDWICHES AND
COOKIES

COX SANDWICH & SPECIALTY CO.
Easley, South Carolina

Specializing in
HOT DOGS
AND HAMBURGERS
Open 'Til 1:00 A. M.

Where Low Overhead Saves

PENDLETON
THEATRE

You Money

"The Little Theatre With the
Big Hits"
PHONE 3341

BAXTER CLOTHES

FRIDAY, MARCH 17

Factory Salesroom

'Rosecmna McCoy'
Joan Evans

,

SATURDAY, MARCH 18

'The Dalron Gang'
Don "Red" Barry

116 S. Murray Avenue
CORNER BENSON

ANDERSON, S. C.

Late Show 10:15

'Tension'

Buy Direct From Your

Audrey Totter
MONDAY & TUESDAY
MARCH 20-21

'Christopher
Columbus'

Manufacturer
Around the Corner From
\
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Clemson Mariners Sink Citadel To Win Championship
'Clemson's Tankmen Subdue The Citadel
49-26; Yandy And Tennessee Last Foes
Clemson's marines won another Southern Conference victory
over the newly organized Citadel
tank team, 49 to 26. at the Citadel
pool last Saturday night.

By J. Clanton
SATURDAY'S GAME TO BE MORE
EVENLY MATCHED
Clemson students and IPTAY members will get
their last look at the grid Tigers this Saturday afternoon
until they resume practice about the 1st of September.
This game will climax a six weeks training grind that
the Howardmen went into back in early February. It's
still hard to say just what the Bengals will look like
come the "real thing" in late September. But there is
one thing that is certain ... the Tigers will boast a much
stronger squad than the one fielded here last fall. If
nothing else, the offense will be improved over last year.
And I'm going pretty far in saying this, for the Howardmen had as good an offensive machine as any team in the
Southern Conference last year.

The Tigers won all but two
events. The BuIHogs managed wins in the 4C0 yard relay
and diving. Following the meet
which attracted an estimated
600 spectators, Coach Ronald
Reilly had high praise for the
Citadel swimmers. "It was a
fine meet," he said, " and I'm
proud of my boys even though
they lost. They surely swam
their hearts out. We were
beaten by a better team, but I
feel we'd have made a better
showing if we'd b^en organized
sooner and gotten the opportunity for a lot more work."

In a special 210 yard medley
between freshmen teams from the
two schools Citadel's Spivey, IdeJust where will the offense be better? Well, to begin man and Little swimming backstroke, breaststroke and free style
with, Fred Cone, Ray Mathews and Jackie Calvert have that respectively,
won over the Ti-pr
extra year behind them and will be more polished perform- Cub swimmers, but this event did

ers. Fred picks up momentum with each week of practice,
In last week's 'press game', he scored four times, once on a
bull-like run for better than 70 yards, and ripped the Blue
squad every time he was given the ball. Mathews and Calvert weren't quite as spectacular but turned in sterling per.
i •
AL.
_i
~i
formances. Jack's passing has improved since the close ol
the 1949 campaign and shows promise of being even better in
the fall. Another strong point that is quite often overlooked
in the offensive department is the blocking. _ Wyndie Wyndham, one of the best blocking backs produced in Tigertown,
is looking better than ever, and he will get plenty of help
from "Bull" Hendley, the Greenville, S. C, boy.
Reserve strength in the backfield will be more plentiful than it was last fall. Billy Hair and Pooley Hubert
look like capable men and both are pretty handy at
throwing the pigskin. And fullback, not that it needs
any boosting with Cone around, will be well manned
with Jim Shirley, Marion Thompson and Vince Pugliese on hand. And Clemson will find themselves with
a pretty capable wingback in Forrest Calvert. Calvert passes from the left side and is a capable runner.
A wingback passer will give the Tigers one more offensive weapon that could easily set up many TDs.
The introduction of the "T" formation to the Howard
eleven will undoubtedly be a major help to Clemson in setting up a defense to stop it. All nine Tiger opponents run
from either the "T" or some variation of it. Now that they
have been subjected to it for nearly six weeks, the Tigers
should have an easier time stopping a "T" offense.

not count for points.
One of the closest finishes resulted in the 50 yard free style.
^emson s Stan Converse churned
the distance in 266 seconds, but
than a foot separated!
no more Citadel's Dale Mat- !
Converse
thewg and

Clemson's Godfrey was "edged" out in the diving event by
Citadel's McLaurin, the mar- j
gin of defeat being only two j
points.

Next week the "Tiger Tankers";
hit the road for their final two
meets. Their opponents will be
Vanderbilt University and the'
University of Tennessee. The Tigers already hold a victory over
the Vols of Tennessee. They have
not met Vandy in any previous1
meet this season. The tankers
from Tigertown will be out to get
wins number six and seven. Two
more victories would give Clem- i
son a seven and four season rec- |
ord.
Below are the results of the
Citadel meet.
300 yard medley relay—Clemson (Taylor), Atkins, Saunders). Time 3:49.5.
200 yard free style — White,
Clemson; Klinck, Clemson, Harvey, Citadel. Time 2:33.6.
50 yard free style — Converse,
Clemson;
Matthews,
Citadel;:
Weeks, Clemson. 26.6.
The game this Saturday, sponsored by the Block
Fancy diving—McLaurin, Cita"C" Club, promises to be a little more interesting than
del; Godfrey, Clemson; Matthew,;
the one this past week-end. Last Saturday's game was
Citadel. Winning points, 271.
i
100 yard free style — W h i t e, ■
more of an offensive show, but Coach Howard plans to
Clemson; Few, Clemson; Young, j
match the Orange and Blue a little more evenly this
Citadel. Time :60.5 seconds.
j
time. The "Head" probably wouldn't be displeased to
150-yard backstroke -- Taylor, I
Clemson; Sehaff, Citadel, Mapsee his two first string squads put on a low scoring conpus, Clemson. Time 1:59.
test. For if one of his teams can stop the Cone-Calvert200-yard breaststroke —■ AtkinMathews combine, then they should be able to stop just
son, Clemson). Monroe, Clemson;
Douvall, Citadel. Time 5:52.2.
about any crews the Tigs tackle next fall.
400 yard relay—Citadel (Kidd,
Matthews, Harvev, Young). Time
BASEBALL OPENER NEARING
With only eight days left before the opener with the 4:39.5.

Michigan State Spartans, Coach Walter Cox has stepped up |
the tempo for the Tiger diamond nine. They have already j
had one intra-squad tilt but didn't look like they were ready j
to tackle opposition such as the Northerners will throw af
them. One reason for this is that the weather has been!
baa here and the baseball men haven't really had enough; In preparation for their season's opener with the Newberry
time on the outside to get all the kinks out.

Bengal Tennis Team

To Scrimmage Profs

College Indians on the 21st of
March, Coach Hoke Sloan's Tiger
tennis squad will play an informal match on Sunday, March 19,
at 2:30 with a team composed of
Clemson professors and townspeople.
The opposition will come from
Jim Gray, Ed Rhyne and Professors Bolen, Macintosh, Lander, Lipton, Holt, Rhyne and Col.
Cookson. Coach Sloan's men will
be led by Clair Draper, University of Virginia man. Others
who will strengthen the Tiger
squad are Harold Littlejohn, Joe
Black, Ben McLeod, Jack Neel,
D. C. LeGrand, Vernon Smith ar_d
GOLF TOURNAMENT THIS WWEK-END
The Boscobel First Annual Invitation Golf Tournament C. D. Cohen.
.
Coach Sloan is looking forward
gets underway this week-end with qualifying rounds starting to a better year than they had
Friday. John Rees, tourney chairman and top-flight Clem- last season and this match should
ive
son golfer,
has announced that any
f me indication of what to
6
J amateur golfer is eligible §
'
°
°
expect from the team. The above
and urges all Clemson golfers to enter. There is much ac- menti0ned professors are all bettivity on the campus this week but there have been provisions • ter-than-average men on the
made for those who won't be able to play on Saturday or Sun-' couurts andean be expected to fur„„,,„.
, .,
,
,, rush much opposition for Coach
day. The tourney will be a 36 hole affair, and those who can t sloan-s boys. Most of these pr0.
make it on one of the three days, March 17, 18 and 19, may fessors played with their school
oualifv on Friday and plav the last 18 holes on either of the teams while they were attending
,
,
Lu
~\
.
, ,
/*0\ J it.,..,. ^A school and none seem to have lost
last two days. The
entry fee is only two ($2)
dollars and any of their ability to handle a
prizes will be awarded to the winners in each of the three tennis "club".
flights.

But from the looks of the improved pitching staff,
Clemson should be ready for the Northern invaders on
the 24th of this month. "Nig" Griffith is showing up
well and should get the starting nod against the Spartans. Bill Ford, Hugh Kea and Roger Baker will all
help out considerably as the season progresses.
"Bird
Dog" Hughes has recovered from an illness that kept
him in bed for several weeks and just reported for practice Monday. Bob Joyce is shaping up well and should
be much help in a relief role, but he may even slip in
and grab a starting berth before the season gets too far
underway.

JOE LANDRUM WORKING OUT WITH DODGERS
Joe Landrum, former Clemson mound ace, is now
working out with the Brooklyn Dodgers in the Florida
training camp. Joe, still listed on the Fort Worth roster
where he was top pitcher in the famed Texas League,
probably won't go into the regular season with the
Brooks, but it is a cinch to make their Montreal club,
the next thing to the majors.
GUEST COLUMN EACH WEEK
From now until the end of the semester, George Facchin
will write a guest article for the Tiger each week on an outstanding Clemson athlete. The one this week is on Glenn
Aimith, Tig end. Read it.

+

Glenn Smith Is One

Tig Nine Getting
Ready For Initial
Copto* March 24
With Clemson's baseball opener ;
only one week- away, the- Tigers j
are hard at work, trying to condition themselves for the first
tramp which nits them against i
the Michigan State Snartans. Bad
weather is the only drawback,!
for when the diamond is wet or
too damp, batting prac'-^e is all
that can be accomplished. Coach
Cox figures his charges are about
a' week behind schedule because
of the weather, but he has hopes
of making up for lost time next
week.
At the present time there are
about 32 varsity prospects and
two freshmen pitchers and catchers working out. Coach Cox
said that he will probably carry from 18 to 20 men on the
longer road trips.

HITTING POWER EXPECTED
Although it is not possible to
I tell too much from batting prac{tice, several of last year's veterans
! seemed to have found their batBy GEORGE FACCHIN
ting eye. One of these is third
In snite of beine rejected for an baseman Ray McKay. The third
athletic scholarshio by one South- sacker could win a starting berth
ern Conference College for being; if he could improve upon his
"too small," Clemson today is • fielding. Another of these vetecredited with a very versatile ath- rans is Crocker, who, if he continues to pound the ball with such
lete who has received the fol- power, could find himself in a
lowing awards for the 1949 foot I starting outfield berth instead of
L
second string on the All-State hl5L?resent flrst b,arse P°sltl°n;
There are S1X Varslty pitchers
team, and honorable mention on
now competing for the starting
the All-Southern football team.
berth against Michigan State.
The man to whom we are re- These are veterans "Birddog"
ferine is a lad from Washing- Hughes, "Nig" Griffith, Hugh Kea,
ton. D. C. He entered Clemson and Hard in Joyce, and sophomores
College in September of 1948. Bill Ford and Roger Baker. Coach
He played freshman football Cox has not yet " decided which
and basketball, besides being a man will get the job, which will
member of the tennis team. With depend upon who is ready and
the record that has just been how many right or left-handed
mentioned, the individual could batters the apposition has in their
be none other than Glenn Smith, line-up. Coach Cox also said that
Clemson's regular right end. he does not nlan to use any one
Smith's record on the gridiron pitcher strictly in relief.
speaks for itself. An example OUTFIELD TO BE STRONG
would be Glenn's spectacular
In the outfield the expected
play last season against the Rice
starters will probably be selectOwls in Houston, Texas. In this
ed from Doug Angley. Fred
game Smith caught six passes
Knoebel, Dan Stroud, and Ray
which netted the Clemson team
Mathews. Actually the first
a total of 90 yards. For the
three named will likely get the
whole season Glenn caught a
starting nods, because Mathews
total of 28 passes for approxi■will not report until Monday.
mately 363 yards. Furthermore,
Unless he can condition himself
he made five touchdowns for
and secure his batting eye behis home team during the 1949
fore Friday. Angley is virtuseason.
ally assured of an outfield post,
Smith's high school record al- because of his last year's perHe attended formance, as Dan Stroud, who
so speaks for itself.
McKinley Tech in Washington, D. can also pitch. Knoebel was a
C. There he played three years stand-out on last year's freshof football, which also shows an man team and is one of the best
outstanding record. He captain- Clemson fielders. His ability to
ed the tennis team at McKinley hit a "long ball will also be a
for three years. Smith was elect- help to the team.
ed to the Pharos Society in his
The infield is pretty well set
senior year of high school. This with the exception of third base
society is one of McKinley's high where the hottest battle for a first
honor groups. Also in his senior team berth is raging. The two canyear, he received the Michigan didates for the "hot" corner post
Award for his athletic as well as are Ray McKay and Crouch.
Crouch is much the better fielder
his scholastic abilities.
and would make an excellent
DECIDES ON CLEMSON
lead-off man; however, he lacks
After being approached by the distance in his hits that McKay
scouts from four colleges, Smith has. Elsewhere around the indecided on Clemson. Coach Wal-1 field are Luke Deanhardt at first
ter Cox and Captain Frank Jer- j base, "Gene" Aughtry at second,
vey. Clemson alumnus stationed j anc; Ken Culberson at shortstop,
in Washington. D. C, influenced
The catching department will
Smith to come to the Southland.
: be pretty well taken care of when
Smith is 19 years old, weighs Dick Hendley arrives from spring
170 pounds, and is 6' 1" tall. He football practice. Dick's heavy
holds his own on the Tiger foot- hitting is expected to supply the
ball team both offensively and:nluch needed power in the Tiger
defensively, showing his versa- batting order.
tility.
As a whole, this seems to be
one
of the best teams ever to
Smith is enrolled in one of
the toughest courses at Clemson, represent the men from TigerCivil Engineering. And as on town.
the gridiron, he gives his best
to his studies by being in the
upper bracket of his class.
Presently, Smith is sidelined
with a shoulder injury, but he j
hopes to participate in the game
this coming Saturday with the \
finale of Spring practice.
Smith is by no means "too
small
for his right end position on the Tiger football team.
And as we all know, football
players aren't judged by shoulder size. Many Ail-Americans
were men of small stature.
Clemson's Head Coach Frank
Howard, during his football
career at Alabama, was known
as the "little giant" and regardless of his 180 pounds, made
All-American at the Alabama •
institute in 1930.
In conclusion, Smith- states: "I
have been sparked by the conta
gious enthusiasm of End Coach
Bob Jones who has given me the

Shown left to right in starting position are Bill White. Dave Klinck and Stan Converse. These men
are three big reasons that the Tiger tankmen have captured their last four starts, giving them a 5-4
won-lost record. They won the state swimming championship Saturday by downing the Citadel
mariners in their home pool at Charleston.

Gary Byrd Expected
To Play Much. Ball
In Tic* Forward Wall
By Jack Cribb
The big question in the camp of
Clemson's football Tigers seems
to be whether next year's line
will be able to hold its own
against some really tough opposition. One man. sophomore guard
Gary Byrd, will have much influence on the way that question
will be answered.

Forrest Calvert Is
HaiM As Pro^ct
By JACK CRIBB

Football is nothing new to
this 210 pounder for he earned
five letters in high school while
sparking his Hartsvttle, S. C,
eleven to several successful
seasons. He captained this
squad during his last two
years. Other honors were bestowed on the 6 foot Byrd when
he was selected to Who's Who
in American High School football and was invited to participate in the South Carolina AllStar game.

Coach Frank Howard will have
his eyes peeled in several directions during Saturday's intrasquad game, but one particular TWO-SPORT STAR
However, he didn't confine all
Tiger footballer who is certain to
of
his time to the gridiron.
He
get his share of attention is sophomore halfback Forest Calvert," who Played three years of baseball for
hails from Sullivan's Island, Hartsville at his third base posiSouth Carolina, is being heavily 'tion' His nine was lower state
counted upon for a repeat exhi- I champion for the last two seabition of the fine running that he ■sons that he Piayed- When asked
turned in in Clemson's first dress : wh^ he came to Clemson, Gary
rehearsal contest. The 6', 185 |said that * had the course that he
wanted that line of stud
pound speedster amazed sports- Animal
'
y beinS
writers and radiomen who camei
Husbandry. After finishto see the Bengals put on their !mS Clemson, he plans to farm
pigskin capers. He also brought Iaround his native Hartsville.
looks of surprise as he caught the j
Harold Lewis, who played on
opposition completely flat-footed! Clemson's Cotton Bowl team,
with his accurate left-handed : was DartIy responsible for tipI ping Byrd's scales to the Clempasses.
Moultrie High School in
Mount Pleasant was the scene
for Calvert's pre-Clemson football antics. He earned 4 letters
while alternating at the halfback and tailback slots. During his senior year, he captained the eleven that won all but
one game during the regular
season, and no disgrace was
that lone defeat which came at
the hands of a powerful Summerville team that copped the
state championship.
(Continued on Page 7)

son side. Lewis, also from
Hartsville, earned All-American
mention while .at Clemson.
Gary played offensive and defensive ball in his tackle slot
in high school, but has been
switched to guard and only
plays on Frank Howard's defensive platoon.
FROSH MAINSTAY
Byrd also played tackle on the
freshman team and anchored the
defensive part of that eleven. He
■ was one of the mainstays on the
baby Bengal squad, and that is
, the primary reason for the great
• things expected of him in the
COming years,
Gary chose the CarolinaClemson frosh game as the one
he liked best. Although the
little Tigers hit the dust in
that tilt, the two lines waged a
terrific battle and Byrd was
right in the middle of the fray.

PEOPLES FURNITURE CO.
DEALERS DM HOUSEHOLD FURNITURE, RADIOS, STOVES,
ELECTRIC APPLIANCES, REFRIGERATORS, ETC.
327-329 Main Street
Phone 460
SENECA, SOUTH CAROLINA

J. E. SIRRINE COMPANY
Engineers

GREENVILLE

.

SOUTH CAROLINA

WIGINGTQN AUTO PARTS CO.
SPARK PLUGS
OIL FITTERS
FUEL PUMPS

GAS FILTERS
SPEEDOMETER CABLES
AIR CLEANERS
Seneca, S. C.

Phone 382

A MUST
NEW SPRING SPORT COATS

SEE HOKE SLOAN

real incentive to play."

COMPLIMENTS OF

CLEMSON STUDENTS WELCOME

-£■

Ross Builders Supplies, Inc.
SENECA, S. C.

TEL. 401

MENEES BROS
Your Westinghouse, Zenith and Maytag Dealer
FURNITURE AND APPLIANCES
129 N. Main in Anderson, S. C.
—
Phone 333

at

MAYFAIR GRILL
Anderson's Most Modern Restaurant

Sporting Goods

"ARROW Gordon Oxfords are tops on my list"
said John in a recent campus interview. "The collars
look good and fit perfectly. The body is cut right,
doesn't bunch at the waist. , . . They wear and
wash well, too! Best for MY money—any dav!"

$3.95

Hardware

SULLIVAN HARDWARE CO.
ANDERSON, S. C

ARROW SHIRTS & TIES
UNDERWEAR

.

HANDKERCHIEFS

•

SPORTS SHIRTS
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1950 Football Dress Rehearsal On Tap For Saturday
Tsotball Drills To End Saturday With
Annual Blue-Orange Fracas In Stadium

Sportfacts
in
Focus

Saturday afternoon will mark*
the close of the football drills until the latter part of August. A
large crowd is expected to be on
hand for the annual Blue-Orange
battle in Memorial Stadium. The
game is sponsored by the Block C
club.
All of the men who have been
on the injury list the last couple
of weeks are exDected to be ready
for the tilt. Both teams will be of
equal strength, which should make
the affair a nip and tuck contest.
Fred Cone, Rav Mathews. Jackie
Caivert. and Wyndie Wvndham

By DICK RAINES

TIGS TO BE BETTER IN '50 'COCKS TO BE
BEST, SAY SPORTCASTERS
I noticed in the paper the other day that some sixteen
sports writers had voted various schools to be best in certain ^^ZlL^r^K^
sports. The Tigers were more or less the underdogs, as they nedy and D;ck Hendley will prob'weren't picked to be tops in any sport. The Tigs rated the ably make UD the ocoosing back
The lineups along the forsecond position in^football, baseball, and track, and were in field.
ward walls haven't been decided
a tie for second place in golf. All this is very interesting, at this writing, but just judging
but I have my doubts as to the outcome of the above ratings. from the two backfield men mentioned above things will be very
Let's take a look at the football picture: Maybe
even.
I'm stepping far out on a limb when I say that the Tigers
Last week's game scrimmage
was played mainly for sports
of 1950 will come through with as many as eight victories
writers who couldn't be present
—and perhaps even a replica of '48. Gr:-nted Carolina
at this week's annual game. Those
will field a backfield way above par, but the Tigers will
fans that saw last week's runaway
were impressed despite the one
undoubtedly have the Southern Conference's finest, bar
! sided score. This week a better
none. In the line the strength will vary from position | indication of just what the 1950
to position, but with both teams being fairly well matchteam will have will be displayed.
All of the first string backs will
ed. As everyone knows, the University of South Carobe against the best linemen on the
lina has never had any great teams. They have never
squad, so the game should also
fielded any squads like the Tiger teams of '39 and '48, ; be a fine test for them. Coach
and if the past is any indication of what is to come, they '. Howard will probably use the
' modified "platoon system" Satprobably won't be any world beaters come next fall. The
urday, but with the big 73 man
'Cocks beat the Tigers last year, but, as usual, they sacri- , squad divided it will be hard to
ficed most of their games so they could put full emphasis : use the system as it will be em<■ ployed next fall. /
on the State Fair tilt. A good example of that is the
The manpower of the 1950 team
U. S. C.-Maryland game, which took place following the
shapes up to the best the Tigers
State Fair tussle.
Clemson has a splendid chance of , have had in quite a few seasons.
What the Bengals are lacking in
feathering the Birds come October. With such stars as
experience they make up for in
All-American candidate Fred Cone, and "Ragin' Ray" ' depth.
Mathews playing their last year for the Bengals, things
Both elevens will prabably use
S the split-T to some extent. Howare bound to be rough for the boys in the Capital City.
| ever the primary purpose for emNEWBERRY FIRST IN BASEBALL???
ploying the split-T was to get the
Newberry College was picked by the writers to ba the
top nine this spring. The Indians usually
field a great
squad
J
&
**
*T
°
.
;
especially for the size school, but just how they would stand
up in stiff competition like the N. C. A. A. tournament is another question entirely. It's unfortunate thaf the men of
^
' ■
.
,
.
,
Tigertown don't play the Tribe, because there might be some
questions as to which school has the better team. The Tigs
missed the N. C. A. A. tourney in Charlotte by only one game

By Charles Meiburg
As Clemson's cindermen con. toinue to prepare for the defense
i of their State championship, one
of the strongest positions seems to'
be the low and high hurdles. The
basis for this strength is Julius
Townsend. "Bummy", as he is
tailed by many of his friends, is
expected to reach his peak this
year "and continue a series of
high school triumphs. In his freshman year at, Clemson, Townsend
entered the Southern Conference
i Meet at Chapel Hill where he
placed third in the high hurdles.
He has been improving constantly until last year when he finished second in the high hurdles at
| the Southern Relays at Birmingj ham,
Alabama. Although he
: failed to win,- "Bummy"
expe| rienced perhaps his greatest thrill,
for he placed second to a Notre
i Dame man, who had. to better
j Townsend's time of 14.6 seconds.
BOB HUDSON

Bob Hudson To £e
By JAKE CLANTON

One of the main reasons Coach
Howard smiles when his end positions are mentioned is the fact
that he still has 6' 4", 218 pounds.
Bob Hudson on hand to throw
at the opposition come September
and another grid season. This is
Bob's fourth and final year at
Tigertown and could very easily
turn out to be his best. Hudson,
a native of Lamar, S. C, came to
Tigertown from the North Charleston High School in North Chardefensive teams trained adequate- leston. S. C.
ly
*or the "T"' sincte ^U nine of
Bob, who entered Clemson
next year's opponents will use it.
Last year's eleven suffered from when he was only IS years old,
a weak defense more than any- has played outstanding football
for the Bengals for the past
*** ff •;so c°f \ Howard is
j making a great effort to see that three years, playing every posi. the same thing doesn't occur* dur- tion in the Howard forward
wall except the center post. In
'. ins the fall of 1950..
1947 Bob was one of the topThe
men who wil1
j
lead the ranking flankmen to perform
! Tigers next year will be selected
for the Clemson eleven that
on Saturday also.
Either coyear. He wasn't used too much
captains, or a captain and an alteron offense that year bat was
nate will be named. Last year's
an excellent defense man. Then,
captain was Gene Moore, who
in 1948, Hudson was used as an
played outstanding ball all year.
offensive and defensive man.
The alternate captain of last seaWhen the '48 squad was riddled
I son's eleven was John Poulous,
by graduation, Bob was moved
stellar end.
from the end post to tackle to
bolster one of the weaker line
The Tiger footballers have
positions, and had no trouble
been knocking heads since the
in grabbing a starting berth
sixth of February, so a good turn
there.
Now that there is a
out by the students for the tilt
little more line material on
Saturday would be a fine way of
hand, Bob has been moved back
showing the team that everyone
to his old end position because
is behind them 100%. There
of his superb defensive play
will be a slight admission charge
and pass catching ability. But
of 50 cents for all fans. The proceeds will go to the Block "C"
that isn't all. Coach Howard
Club.
plans to use him at end, tackle
and guard. On offense, he will
piay end; on defense, it will be
tackle for big Bob; and Coach
Howard may even have him
playing at the guard position if
he is needed. This will mean
practically 60 minutes of ball
in every game, but Hudson is
With the Florida Relays less
than two weeks off, Coach ' Rock well capable of this.

Trackmen Preping
For Florida Relays

seconds. Bob is one of the top
port to the track the first of next shot put men on the squad, hitweek. Among the missing are ting between 47 and 48 feet, and
Bob Hudson and Jackie Caivert, is the only discus man for Coach
both dash men.
Hudson
also L Norman, throwing for around 135
throws the discus and
shot. I feet. In the broad jump Hudson
Neck" Rushton, an "180 man and] gets just about 22 feet. Bob used
a miler, is also one of the foot- to hurl the javelin but injured
ballers that Coach Norman is his arm in the\ early .part of the
waiting on:
1949 season and had to give it up.
"Bummy" Townsend and Ron- PLANS TO TEACH
nie Richardson have been coming
Only 19 years old now, Bob
along all right. Both of these plans to finish his work here at
jmen are hurdle experts. "Heavy" Clemson in the fall of 1951 or
• Holshouser has been throwing I February of 1952. He is majorim
the shot better than last year and in Education and plans to teach
.will probably walk off with the and coach when he graduates,
honors in the state meet.
„,
•_ ...
The Tigers don't have a sche,Hl8 e* • 218 pounds plus his
duled meet until the 1st of April f11-rounf, ab,1"y °n **e *ridand the Florida relays should put! ,ron T111 P"***'* bring Bob
several professional offers, and
em in piei
^
* *00i fhape ,.for he'll make some pro team a
t
thls meet with presbyterjan here
at Clemson. After this the Ben- good one.
gals ta
When asked why he entered

This might be a bit early to bring up the idea of establishing a card section for next year's football games,
but perhaps if something is said about it in time, it might
be able to be installed. Since Clemson is a military institution, it looks to me that a card section could be arranged a deal easier than at a conventional university.
Georgia Teach's card section has proved highly satisfactory, and there's no reason why we couldn't, wbrk out
some effective formations to add to the spirit and color
of things. It wouldn't take too much practice and if the
practice hour could be arranged during the drill period
I'm sure it would prove highly popular with the "Corps
MORE MEN NEEDED FOR FROSH TRACK TEAM
Coach ,„
"Rock"
issued, • the call
i«+««,cf^
+,..,,.1 Norman
*
. for all freshmen
"nine
interested in track to start working out some weeks ago.
However, there seems to be a definite need for more bovs to
ckle teams each week therew th th exception of A riI
turn out for the cinder sport. This year's
varsity
L
l
P
J
J is hurting
6 f^f'
/_
.,
.
15th, when there is none schelor experienced men because of the small number of fresh- duled, until May 19th and 20th.
men participants last year.
So, perhaps if a few more freshmen could start
working out they may be able to give some valuable assistance to this year's frosh and next year's varsity team.
1. Claire Draper
2. Harold Littlejohn
Of course, the thing that would probably help more than
3. Joe Black
anything else would be a few track scholarships. I
4. Ben McLeod
mentioned "track" scholarships some weeks back and I
5. Jack Neel
6. D. C. Le Grand
still maintain that even one or two grant-in-aids would
7. Vernon Smith
make a world of difference in the team.

Tennis Ladder

8. C. D. Cohen.

Fred Cone (31) is shown being stopped by an unidentified Blue after picking up 14 vards in the
j CA'GE AND CINDER STAR
press game' between the Orange and Blue squads here this past Saturday afternoon. Fred was
"Bummy" attended Orlando
practically impossible to stop Saturday as he ripped and tore his way to four TDs against the outSenior High School where he ]
classed Blue aggregation. Also shown in the picture are Orange team members Jack Brunson (29),
lettered in basketball and track, :
Jack Caivert (21) and Blue members Pooley Hubert (21) and Otto Freudenberger (52).
the same two sports in which '
he specializes at Clemson. He
earned three numerals in basketball and Jwo in track. He
(Continued from Page 6)won the state high school championship in the high hurdles in
For his outstanding play at
1946 and 1947. His best time Moultrie, Forest received the W.
The Free Throw Contest ^nded T-l and T-2 in the front of the
in high school for the 120- T. M. A., Charleston radio stayard high hurdles was 15 sec- tion, award for the outstanding last Friday with Dewey Brock, Jr., field
house.
Only
veterans
onds flat.
football player in Charleston being declared the champion. games will be played on TuesHe won this coveted Brock made a final score of 42 out day and Thursday of eaci
In 1947, Townsend entered County.
Clemson.
Here he has partici- trophy not one but two times. of 50 free throws. There were week because of drill from 4 to
pated in basketball three years Caivert got other recognition. * several men who had scores of 5 p. m. on those days. Games
and this spring will have com however for his sterling play at better than 35 out of 50. Among will begin at 4:30 p. m. each day,
pleted his third year of track. His the Mt' Pleasant School. He wore these were Mike Kinney with 39 and the schedule will indicate
out of
50 and G. R. Isenhour with the diamond on which each
best basketball efforts were dis- the colors of the South Carolina
played against Davidson this year Sandlappers in the 1948 Shrine 38 out of 50, Brock's closest rivals, team is scheduled to play.
at Clemson. He scored 17 points, game, and also lead the Charles- j
Golfers who are interested is
At a meeting of athletic ofthe high for his college career. ton all-stars against the Columbia officers from R. O. T. C. Com- the Intramural tournament which
Many of his baskets came at stra- all-stars in the annual affair. He panies and team captains of the will be played at Boscobel in April
tegic points during the game, and was invited to play with the low- veteran groups on Monday night, should play their three rounds
he- stole the ball frequently during er state standouts against the up- plans were made for the soft- now and turn in the scores, for
the two extra stanzas to score per state stars that same year, ball league which begins of- the average of the three scores
but was unable to play because
badly needed points.
turned in determines the flight
of a previous engagement. He was ficially next Monday, March in which each man plays. The
20.
Approximately
26
teams
also listed in the Who's Who of
NATIVE CAROLINIAN
flight each one gets into will be
Townsend was born in Char- America High School football are entered in the league which determined by medal score; the
will
be
divided
into
four
groups.
leston, South Carolina, on July players.
tournament will be match play.
Caivert Is enrolled in the elec25, 1929. When he was two years
The R. O. T. C. teams will form
old his family moved to Or- trical engineering school at Clem- groups 1, 2 and 3. The veterans
Compliments of
lando where they have resided son, and lists that outstanding de- and club teams will make up
since.
His father, Julius C. partment as his major reason for group 4. Near the end of the
Townsend, Jr., is an agricultu- casting his lot with the Blue Ridge season, the leaders of groups 1 and
Courtesy at its Best
Tigers. The fact that he has for 2 will play a 2-best-out-of-3 seral statistician.
ANDERSON, S. C.
Townsend is studying Agricul- several years been coming to ries. In like manner the two
tural Engineering and hopes to Clemson grid games also in- teams in groups 3 and 4 with the
Phone 937 or 938
enter the citrus business in Florl fluenced his decision,
best averages will play a series.
GOOD fiAY FOK
da sometime" after his" graduation I
CLEMSON
The winners of these series will
"Bummy's" chief hobby is sailing- j U was a good day for Howard meet and play a 3-best-out-of-5
ia ld his cohorts
however, he enjoys seeing a good !
.
when Forest ar- setto for the Softball championmovie. With prospects slim for a rived with his belongings for he's ship.
repeater State
Championship been a valuable asset ever since
Four diamonds will be usotf
"Between the Banks"
track team,
Julius
Townsend he stepped on Tigertown soil.
in
the
Intramural
play.
Three
Calvert's
performances
with
the
looms as one of the mainstays oi
fields will be located on BowANDERSON, S. C.
a better than average cinder team. Baby Cubs was nothing short of
sensational as he baffled the op- man Field; the fourth diamond
posing forces more than one time will be located between barracks
Clemson, Bob said, "Well, I want- with his southpaw tosses and deed th play football, but first of ceptive ground work.
VISIT
all I wanted to get an education
He singled out The Citadel game
and I knew that Clemson was the as the one that gave him his
only place around here to "get biggest thrills. He scored one
that. Then, too, Clemson seem- touchdown in the victory, but
ed like the only big-time football mainly got a big charge from
ANDERSON, S. C.
school in this state and I wanted playing against some of his budto play ball in my home state." I dies.

Forrest Caivert

last year, and with this year's greatly improved pitching staff
and with the same terrific hitting power that the '49 nine had,
I for one think the Bengals will be in the running come tourney time.
The Tigers will be the defending champions in
track, but due to their large number of losses, probably
won't be up to their usual par. However, don't count
the Tigers completely out, as there is some potential
power left over from last year. "Bummy" Townsend,
for one, is almost a certain choice to be state high hurdle
champ and certainly a leading contender for the Conference crown.
In golf, the Tigers will again be fielding a strong squad.
Although South Carolina is expected to retain their golf
title, the Tigs would surprise very few if they should bring
home the bacon.
One sport that wasn't mentioned by the sportswriters of the state was swimming. Probably the reason it
wasn't mentioned is that the Bengal mariners have subdued everything in the state with ease.
FINAL SCRIMMAGE TO BE MUCH CLOSER
THAN LAST WEEK'S RUNAWAY
Last week's scrimmage game was pretty much of a Norman is busy getting his men GARNERED FOUR LETTERS
into shape for this event. The Ti- jjy HIGH SCHOOL
breather for the first three elevens as they rolled over the ger track squad was not ready for
But Bob isn-t onlv noted for his
scrubs with ease; Of course, the lower string men weren't the Conference Indoor Meet atj feats on the gridiron. In high
offering the opposition what they have in other scrimmages Chapel Hill on the 25th of Feb- school he was a Iour-letter man,
ruary but should be ready to go getting numerals in football, baseand perhaps that is one of the reasons for the one-sided score by March 24th and 25th, the days, bal]> track and basketball,
And
of nine touchdowns to none. Coach Howard has already the Florida Relays are scheduled, j here at Clemson he is an allBad weather has kept the Tiger round trackm an. For Coach Rock
stated that the "final-go" will be a pretty tight match when it
cindermen Indoors for the past Norman's track squad Hudson parcomes to men which are placed on each squad. Most of the week but they have been out
some ticipates in 6 different events
writers that witnessed last week's scrimmage game were fa- this week and are rounding into Bob is one of the fastest men
vorably impressed and the general opinion felt by all was shape pretty fast. Coach Nor-: „n the football squad and is a
man will not have his squad at
that the Tigers would be a great deal stronger come Septem- full strength until after the dash man on the track team, taking part in the 100 yard dash
ber. If most of the men that were injured last week are,' spring practice in football is over. and the 220. He covers the 100 in
able to get back into their gear, the affair Saturday should Several men that are being count- just a little better than 10 seced on heavily have been partici- onds and the 220 yard dash in 23
be a thriller.
pating in the drills but will re-

CARD SECTION COULD ADD TO
GRIDIRON COLOR

Bummy Townsend Is
Top Tiger Tracker
On High Hurdles

DIAMOND CAB

Font's Camera Shop

The Anderson Hardware Co.

KLEENEX
TISSUE

and Woodburys

18c

Shaving Lotion

ARRID

HARRIS ESSO
STATION
Anderson, S. C.
Washing
Greasing
"~m

A DOUBLE VALUE

59c
COLGATE
Economy Dental
Cream

SAVE ON SHAVES!
STAG COM-PAK
SHAVE KIT

59c
«/v

Cream Deodorant
1 oz. jar

NAIL FILES
TWEESERS
NAIL SCISSORS

59c

1 Gillette Tech Razor

CO#1

2 Gillette Blue Blades

051V

EASTMAN KODAKS AND FILMS
Free . . . Tube Gillette

EASTMAN DEVELOPERS AND PAPER

Tooth Brush
Special

Shaving Cream

IN SMALL PACKAGES

with every package of

29c

See the New Eastman 828 Pony Kodak

20 Gillette Blades

SILVER STAR

98c

MAKES COLOR PICTURES — SLIDES OR
REGULAR BLACK AND WHITE

TEK

Double Edge Blades
10 for

Rexali

49c

Tax Included

47c

VISIT OUR

Antihistamine

JERGENS
LOTION

HALO
SHAMPOO
Oil

Jergens Liquid Shave

Box 2uO

54c
Gas

Dewey Brock Wins Free Throw Contest;
Intramural Softball Begins March 20

Tablets
Stop That Cold

SODA FOUNTAIN
SANDWICHES

39c

CRACKERS

Courteous Service

L C. Martin Drug Company

P. S. McCollum, Owner

Clemson, S. C.
THE REXALL STORE
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Constitution

Constitution

Article IV
Section 1. The month of April shall be designated as
(Continued from Page 5, Col. 4 and 5)
(Continued from Page 5, Col. 2 and 3)
election month, and all nominations and elections for officers
best interests of the student body. This veto shall be over- ior Council shall commence in September following the elec- prescribed in this constitution shall take place during this
tion in the preceeding April and shall expire at the end of month, with the exception of the officers of the Freshman
ridden as prescribed in Article II, Section 6.
the
School year.
Class, and the representatives of the Freshman class on the
Section 2. The Senior Council shall be composed of
Board of Student Representatives.
six members elected by the student body and six ex officia
Article III
members. These ex officio members shall be the President
Section 2. Nominations for the President and Vice-PresSection 1. All legislative power herein granted shall be
of the Senior Class, the Vice President of the Senior Class, vested in a Congress of the Student Body, which shall consist ident of the Student Body and for the Senior Council as prothe Secretary of the Senior Class, the Treasurer of the Senior. of two bodies, namely, the Council of- Club Presidents and the vided for in Article I, Sections 4 and 7, and Article II, Section
Class, the Chairman of the Assembly of Club Presidents, and Board of Student Representative4, shall be made not later than the second Tuesday in April.
the highest ranking student officer in the College Cadet Corps
Section 2. The Council of Club Presidents shall con- Elections for these officers shall be held not later than the
who qualifies under Article III, Section 4.
sist of the Presidents of the approved clubs.of the College third Tuesday in April.
Section 3. The officers of the Senior Council shall be a
Section 3. The" class officers for each class'shall consist
campus or their duly elected representatives. The officers
Chairman, who shall be the President of the Senior Class; a
of
a
President, a Vice-President, a-Secretary-Treasurer, and
for the Council of Club Presidents shall consist of a President,
Vice Chairman, who shall be the Vice President of the Senior
an
Historian.
a" j a President Pro-Tem'pore, and a Secretary. ' The President
Class; and a Secretary, who shall be the Secretary of
and the Secretary shall be elected by the members of the
Section 4. Nominations for-the Sophomore class of ficers
Senior Class.
Council of Club Presidents. The President Pro-Tempore and Sophomore Representatives on the Board of Student RepSection 4. No one shall be a member of the Senior Counshall be Vice-President of the Student Body as provided for resentatives shall be made at a meeting of the rising Sophocil who is not an academic senior and who has not a cumulamore class and all students who are first semester Sophomores
in Article I, Section 5.
i
tive grade point ratio of three or more.
Section 3. The Board of Studfent Representatives shall at that time. This meeting shall be held not later than the
ARTICLE IV
consist Of three (3) duly elected representatives from each third Tuesday in April.
Section 1. The officers of each class shall be a Presi- class. The officers of the Board of Student Representatives
Section 5. Nominations for the Junior class officers and
dent, a Vice President, a Secretary, and a Treasurer.
shall consist of a Speaker and a Secretary who shall be'Junior Representatives on the Board of Student RepresenSection 2. Nominations and election of officers of the elected by the members of the Board of Student Represents tatives shall be made at a meeting of the rising Junior class,
and all students who are first semester Juniors at that time.
Freshman Class shall be supervised by the officers of the tives.
Section
4.
After
completion
of
nominations'
for
class
This
meeting shall be held not later than the third Tuesday
Sophomore Class.
Section 3. Nominations for officers of tHfe Freshman officers of each class, the floor shall be open for the nomina- in April.
Section 6. Nominations for the Senior class officers and
Class shall be held at a mass meeting of the Class on the first tions of that class's representatives on the Board of Student! ;
Tuesday in November. Each freshman present Shall have Representatives. J. The number of candidates shall not fex- Senior class Representatives on the Board of Student RepreM>ne vote on each ballot. Two nominees for each, off ice whose ceed six (6) and shall be reduced to that number if necessary, sentatives shall be made at a meeting of Jhe rising Senior
names shall be placed on the election ballet shall be chosen by a secret ballot before the termination of that meeting. The class, and all students who are first semester Seniors at that
by consecutive standing votes in each of which the nominees six (6) nominees receiving the highest.number of votes shall time. This meeting shall be held not later than the third
Thursday in April, but not prior to Student Body elections.
or nominees having the smallest number of votes shall be; be candidates for election
Section
5.
Any
proposed
legislation
shall
be
introduced'
Section 7. Nominations for the Freshman class officers
dropped.
by
any
member
of
either
legislative
body,
and*
furthermore,
and
Freshman
Representatives on the Board of Student Repsection 4. The final election shall be held on the second
resentatives shall be made at a meeting of the Freshman class,
it
Shall
be
the
duty
of
each
member
of
these
bodies
to
reprTuesday in November, and shall be in accordance with elecsent the students to the best of his abilities. Any measure Which meeting shall be held not later than the first Tuesday
tion procedures prescribed in Article IV, Section 7.
brought before either of the legislative bodies shall be dis- in October. This meeting shall be called by and under the
Section 5. Nominations for officers of the Tising Senior
,_.,.,,,,,
... _i„'~~ eA«:„. cussed by its members and a simple majority shall be requir direction of the Election Board. Election of these officers
Class shall be held at a mass meeting of the rising Senior ^ ^ £.,
..^ A^_ ^A %„&**'■ **.**,«
„«.'., J! u.
ed for its passage. After
the passage of any measure by shall be held not later than the second Tuesday in October.
Class on the first Tuesday in May and in accordance with
Section 8. Elections for the Sophomore, the Junior, and
either body, it shall be forwarded to the other legislative body
nomination procedures prescribed in Article IV, Section 3,
for discussion and acceptance or rejection as in the above the Senior class officers and their respective members on the
The officers of the Senior Class shall preside. Elections shall
prescribed manner. In the event that any proposed legisla- Board of Student Representatives shall be held on the same
be held on the following Monday, and shall be in accordance
tion is rejected by the body before which it was introduced, day and not later than the fourth Thursday in April. Such
with election procedures prescribed in Article IV, Section 7.
it shall be deemed null and void unless reintroduced and ac- elections shall not be held before the nominations for these
The Senior Class officers chosen in this election shall preside
cepted by both bodies, it shall be immediately forwarded to offices have been completed.
over nominations and election of Senior Council members,
Section 9. No studfent shall, hold simultaneously more
..IU^U! ':"£■'
"■ 2 "t ^nrVTTriU the Executive Committee and upon its approval by that body,
*■
, , . , ..
.
Section 6, Nominations for members of the Senior j
than'
one office in the Student Government. The term "Stushall be enacted into law. If such proposed legislation is veCouncil, for officers of the Junior Class, and for officers of
dent
Government" shall be construed to include only the
toed by the Executive Committee,, it: shall be returned first
the Sophomore Class shall be held at a mass meeting of the
to the body in which it was originated, and it shall become
student body on the second Tuesday in May. Nominations
law if the veto is over-ridden as prescribed in Article I, Secfor Senior Council members may. be made by any student
tion 8. In the event that any proposed legislation has been
present. Each student present shall vote for six nominees,
accepted by one body and rejected by the other, it shall be
and twelve nominees whose names shall be placed on the
immediately forwarded to the Executive "Committee. If
election ballot shall be chosen by consecutive standing votes,
the Executive Committee also rejects such legislation, it
FRIGID AIRES, FURNITURE AND RADIOES
in each of which the nominee or nominees having the smallest
shall be considered void. If the committee deems the legisnumber of votes shall be dropped.
lation worthy of reconsideration, it shall be returned to the
138 North Main Street
Immediately after nominations for Senior Council membody which rejected it. After further consideration, this
bers have been completed, the rising Junior Class arid the
body shall again vote upon the measure; if rejected a second
rising Sophomore Class shall each nominate, by the nominaANDERSON, S. C.
time by that body, the measure shali be considered void. If
tion procedures prescribed in Article IV, Section 3, two class
accepted by this body, the measure shall be immediately remembers for each office, their names to be placed on the electurned to the Executive Committee for final action.
tion ballot. The officers of the Junior Class and the officers
of the Sophomore Class shall preside over nominations and
election of officers of the rising Junior Class and the rising
Sophomore Class respectively.
Election of-members of the Senior Council, of officers of
the Junior Class, and of officers of the Sophomore Class shall
be held on the third Tuesday in May.
Several faculty members and
Any member oi the Student Body shall be eligible to students from the Chemistry Devote in the election of Senior Coiuicil members.
partment attended a meeting of
Section 7. Election officials shall be responsible for en- the Western Carolina* Section of
the American. Chemical Society
forcement of the following rules:
1. Voting shall be by secret ballots, and allballotS shall held in Brevard, N. C, Tuesday
evening, March 14. Dr. F. B.
be printed.
Schirmer, professor of chemistry,
2. Polls shall open at eight thirty o'clock a. m., and is chairman o.f the society.
, The speaker of the evening was
shall close at five thirty o'clock p. m.
Arthur Rose, professor of
3. No votes shall be counted until the polls are officially Dr.
chemical engineering at Penn
closed.
•
State University. He spoke on
4; No election official may attempt to influence a voter "Batch, Fractional Distillation."
while on duty.
5. No one may attempt to solicit votes for a candidate
CLASSIFIED
within twenty yards of the polls.
FOR BEST buys in Kelvinator re6. All election officials shall be present when votes are
frigerators, electric stoves, Kalamazoo gas stoves, Thor and
counted.
Duchess washing machines See L.
ARTICLE V
H. Fry at prefab 340.
The Assembly shall drift regulations to govern any
emergency elections which shall be necessary to'fill unexpired terms.
ARTICLE VI
The Council of Club Presidents, whenever two-thirds
of the membership shall deem it necessary, shall propose
CLEMSON, S. C.
amendments to this Constitution, which shall be adopted'upon ratification by an absolute majority of the student body.
FRIDAY & SATURDAY
The College Registrar shall state what number of students
March 17-18
shall comprise a majority.

MAXWELL BROS. & McCALLUM

Chemistry Group

Attends N.C. Meet

CLEMSON
THEATRE

'Paid In Full'
-with Lizabeth Scott

RIDDLE-JONES, INC.
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•
MONDAY & TUESDAY
March 20-21

'Pinky'
Starring Jean Crain

Complete Home Furnishings

MAYTAG WASHERS
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Phone »78
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*
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March 22-23

'Jolson Sings
Ag am
Starring Larry Parks
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Senior Council, the Executive -Committee, and the Council
of Club Presidents, and the Board of Student Representatives.
Section 10. In the event that a vacancy occurs on the
Senior Council, the President of the Student Body shall immediately initiate proceedings for an election to fill the va*
cancy. In the event that a vacancy occurs on the Board of
Student Representatives, the class President concerned shall
immediately initiate proceedings for an election to fill the
vacancy. The number of candidates for each post shall not
be more than two (2) and shall be*reduced to this number if ,
necessary by the method provided in Article I, Section 4.
Section 11. All elections shall be approved by and under the direction of the Elections Board which shall consist
of five (5) students appointed by the Executive Committee.
Section 12. The ballot boxes for elections shall be open
only between the hours of 8 a. m. and 7 p. m. on the day of
election. The counting and tabulation shall be accomplished
by the Elections Board immediately following the closing of
the polls. All ballots shall be placed in the office of the
President of the College for a period of twenty-four (24)
hours after they have been counted. AS any time during
this period any candidate may demand and receive a recount.
The post(s) shall be filled by the candidate (s) receiving the
largest number of votes.
Article V
Section 7. Any member of the Executive or Legislative
branches of the Student Government shall be subject to impeachment. Impeachment- proceedings may be initiated in
either Legislative Body and shall be handled in the manner
prescribed for any proposed legislation with the exception
that a two-thirds (2-3) absolute majority shall be required in
each body for its passage.
Article VI
Section 1. The Legislative Branch of the Student Government, whenever two-thirds (2-3) absolute majority of
both bodies shall deem it necessary, shall propose amendments to this Constitution. 'Such proposed amendments
shall be presented to the Student Body for ratification. Such
ratification shall be obtained when a two-thirds (2-3) absolute majority of the Student Body votes in its favor Such
majority shall be obtained by ballot, petition, or both.
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